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Oberst gOes on leave until fall 
after quitting·academic affairs 
New director of international education uses time for research 
by Kristen Heiss 
news editor 
While JMU is not currently seaiching for a new 
vice president of academic affairs, there has been 
some confusion about where the former vice presi· 
dent of academic affairs is. 
Director of Media Relations Fred Hilton was able 
to shed some light on the whereabouts of fonner 
Vice President of Academic Affairs Bethany Oberst 
after meeting with Executive Vice President 
Linwood Rose Thursday to discuss the matter. 
"Dr. Oberst is on leave until next faiJ," Hilton 
said. "During the interim she' ll be working on 
researching and planning for the International 
Education Program." 
However, a press release distributed Jan. 6 by 
JMU Media Relations states Oberst is now director 
ol the international education program, "eH~ve 
immediately." 
Oberst's leave is not considered a sabbatical, 
because administrators are ineligible for sabbati-
cals, Hilton said. When asked when the Last time an 
administrator had gone on leave, Hilton said, "I 
don' t know the answer to that. Then again., we've 
never had a situation like this in which such 
improvements [to the international education pro-
gram) were needed." 
Hilton said he could not s~fy exactly wha!., 
Oberst will research but "would assume" she will 
periodicaiJy report to the university about the 
progress of her research. Oberst, who will receive 
her normal salary, wiU not Jook for another job 
while on leave but will conduct research, he said. 
Oberst's salary was $102,250 before the scheduled 
Dec.l, 1996payraise. 
Hilton said he said he did not know who granted 
Oberst leave or lf she had to apply for it, because 
admi.nistratol'S do not normally go on Leave. 
According to Hilton, JMU expects Oberst to 
return if\ the fall, but he said he could not comment 
as to whether she is obligated to return. 
Meanwhile, it is unclear if employees at the 
Office of International Education are aware Oberst 
has left the university. 
An office secretary said W~ay, ·:we don' t 
know exactly when sh~will be down here. l would 
suggest you check with the president's office." 
Oberst was not available at home for comment 
JMU will announce within the next few days 
who it will appoint to act as director of internation-
al education until Oberst returns, Hilton said. 
Oberst, who announced her move to the Office 
of International Education Jan. 6, said in a press 
release, '1 have always had a keen interest in the 
importance of providing a global element to our 
students' education, and I look forward to being 
mvolved with this." 
-------------------
Rental deposits don't 
always equal homes 
by Jaime Dritt 
staff writer 
Signing a lease and leaving a 
deposit do not always secure 
potential residents an apartment. 
Junior Rob Schmidt said he 
had problems when he and some 
friends tried to secure two apart-
ments at Campus Condos on 
South Main Street 
The landlord, Craig Smith, 
allegedly told them before winter 
break that several apar tments 
would be open because people 
were graduating and m oving 
out, Schmidt said. 
"He had us sign a tentative 
lease and leave a $200 deposit," 
Schmidt said. "I thought that 
cinched it for us. I would have 
prefer red a simple yes, or no, 
there is no apartment." 
Schmidt said there were actu-
ally no available apartments, and 
each time Schmidt and his 
friends spoke w ith Smith, he 
allegedly changed his story about 
what was avai.Jable. 
"When we met with (Smith), 
he was sketchy and disorga-
nized," Schmidt said. "He didn' t 
have a schedule, and he kept us 
hanging on, and he wasted valu-
able time we could've spent look-
ing for other apartments." 
Smith and the students had 
put a conditional s tatement on 
the lease saying it would be effec-
tive only if two units were avail-
able, but only one unit was avail-
able when they inquired about 
living in Campus Condos, 
according to Smith. 
When Smith found out the 
current occupants were renewing 
their leases, he said he advised 
Schmidt to keep looking for an 
apartment. The deposits were 
returned to the students. 
" I see no way how any infor-
mation could have been misun-
derstood under the terms of tak-
ing two units," Smith said. 
see DEPOSITS page 2 
New blue light emergency 
phone dials police directly 
by KeMeth Gambill 
contributing writer 
JMU administrators recently 
stepped toward creating a safer 
campus. 
In November, the Office of 
Residence Life -gave the go-
ahead to spend close to $3,000 to 
purchase and install a blue light 
emergency phone on the Village 
walkway near Dingledine Hall. 
"We think it's great," said 
john Ventura, assistant director 
of Residence Life. "We've had a 
lot of positiv~ responses from 
students." 
The phone does not look 
much different from the yellow 
phones outside m~t residence 
halls, but its functions differ. 
The yellow e mergency 
phones have keypads someone 
can use to caJI another person, 
and they include a red emergen-
cy button that contacts Campus 
Police when pushed. They do 
not, however, notify police of 
the location of the student. 
The blue light phone is a 
"direct shot to campus police," 
Ventura said. It automaticaiJy 
notifies police-of the student's 
location. 
''The phone is in an open, lit 
area," Ventura said . But some 
students have had a hard time 
finding it. The phone i.s about 8 
feet tall ')'ith a flashing blue 
light on top. · 
Freshman Pat Hodge, a resi-
dent of Garber Hall, said, "I did-
n't even know .it was there." He 
said he thinks the phon~ will 
benefit mainly Village residents. 
The Village houses nearly 
1,800 students, a large percent-
age of whom are freshmen, 
Ventura said. 
Tom Bonadeo, director of 
telecommunications, said, " I 
think it was a good place to start 
off. I believe it will serve as a 
good purpose." 
Bonadeo sajd telecommuni-
cations plans to put an emer-
gency phone, such as those 
located in front of the residence 
halls, between Keezell and 
Wilson halls in the future. There 
. ·- ..... 
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"Tliere were too many conditions 
that let them know it wasn' t 
chipped into granite. I think it's a 
case of kids hoping their first 
choice would work out." 
Smith said he did not sign the 
lease, which means it was not 
binding, and the deposit checks 
were not cashed but stapled to 
the leases. He also said he gave 
the students the phone numbers 
of the current tenants to caU to 
see if the units were available. 
Smith said the students knew 
there were no guarantees, but he 
could understand their desire to 
secure apartments before the hol-
idays. "As tight as apartments 
are, I advise kids to go out there 
early. We go out of our way to 
try to make sure kids know what 
they are committing to, and they 
are treated fairly." 
Despite the problems some 
students had with Smith, senior 
Jennifer Goodwill, a resident of a 
house on South Main Street 
owned by Smith, said she and 
her roommates are pleased with 
Smith as their landlord. 
"As far as Craig Smith is con-
cerned, he's been wonderful with 
us," GoodwiU said. "Our house 
caught on fire last year, and he 
came over right away. He had 
people clear it out, and every· 
thing was fixed within two 
months. 
"Anytime anything has been 
broken, he's sent someone over 
right away, and it's usuaUy fixed 
within a week of when we've 
called him," she said. 
Some students' happiness 
with Smith as a landlord was not 
a big help to other apartment-
seeking students. 
Juniors Nathaniel Puffer and 
Jackie Beliveau and Schmidt had 
bied to secure an apartment with 
from Smith. 
"(Smith] just kept changing his 
story on what was available and 
what wasn' t." Puffer said Smith 
assumed people were moving 
out before actually confirming it. 
"The lease was a photocopy of 
a photocopy of a photocopy, and 
it had ha"dwritten portions on 
it," Puffer said. 
Beliveau said she, Schmidt 
and Puffer had returned for 
spring semester when they found 
out their plans to live at Campus 
Condos had faUen through 
'We'd already been back and 
hadn't been looking [for an apart-
ment]," Beliveau said . "We 
thought we had one. He should-
n't have taken our money if he 
didn't have a place to give us. He 
gave us false hope. We stiU don't 
have an apartment for next year." 
Smith, however, said lease 
renewals at Campus Condos 
were not due until Jan. 10, which 
is why he did nol know if any 
apartments were available. He 
said he accepted the deposits as 
"good faith" money because the 
students were serious about the 
apartments. 
Puffer said Smith told him and 
Schmidt about the lease renewal 
date after their second meeting, 
which was right before break. 
Smith allegedly said he was sure 
people were moving out and 
promised them theY. could defi· 
nitely rent the apartments. 
Smith said he has been a land· 
lord for 18 years, and he rents to 
about 300 residents. He also 
owns a number of units in 
Madison Square and an assort· 
ment of homes near campus. 
Other apartment complexes in 
the area have their own ways of 
dealing with leases and renewals. 
College Park·Ashby Crossing has 
a renewal deadline of Jan. 15, 
according to Property Manager 
June Holsinger. 
Students submit an application 
and are placed on a waiting list 
with the understanding that the 
number of available apartments 
will not be known until after the 
renewal date. A refundable hold· 
ing fee of $150 is transferred to a 
deposit if the students move into 
the apartments, Holsinger said. 
According to Greg Cooper, 
manager of J·M Aparbnents, its 
renewal deadline is moving from 
Jan. 15 to Dec. 15, effective this 
fall. Cooper said he thought other 
apartment complexes are moving 
their deadlines earlier, which 
gives people seeking apartments 
leeway in making a decision. 
Cooper said he advises poten-
tial renters to check with him 
soon because the units go quick-
ly, especially one-bedroom apart· 
ments. 
" I require a deposit when they 
sign a lease," Cooper said. 
"When they sign a lease with me, 
it's theirs - period. They are 
committed to that apartment" 
Barbara Tolson, property man-
ager of Olde Mill Village, said 
there is no formal renewal dead-
Line quoted in the lease. 
"We just request a reasonable 
amount of time for notice, and 
the majority has come back at this 
point,' Tolson said. "If we don't 
receiv.e a renewal letter, we just 
assume they're not staying." 
Tolson said if an apartment 
has been leased, but the present 
occupants have decided to stay, 
she will give a comparable apart-
ment to the people wanting to 
lease. Olde Mill also requires a 
security deposit when people 
sign leases. 
Kelly McPhee, resident man-
ager of Squire Hill Apartments, 
said Squire Hill has no renewal 
deadline, but one will be impl~ 
mented next year. She said they 
are tentatively considering Feb. 1. 
"We are just asking current 
residents of their intentions next 
year by sending them a letter," 
McPhee said. 
Residen.ts must give a 60-day 
vacate notice, and potential resi-
dents have the option to secure 
an apartment with a refundable 
$50 hold if they know there is 
going to be a vacancy, she said. 
"But not until an apartment is 
secure is a lease signed," McPhee 
said. 
I 
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are already more than 40 emer· 
gency phones across~· 
Some students believe the blue 
phone is a step in the right direc· 
tion, and they are pushing for 
more blue phones. 
"We're trying to get more of 
the blue light phones installed," 
said junior Katie Schauer, ca. 
coordinator for EQUAL, a wom-
en's rights organizati~n that 
deals with issues concerrung sex-
ual assault and feminism. The 
group completely supports the 
new phones, Schauer said. 
"It's a great idea, and I hope 
they install more soon," Schauer 
said. '1t is hard to actuaUy stop 
and dial if you're running from 
someone. I'm glad JMU decided 
to install one because J know that 
other universities have them." 
Those other universities 
include Mary Washington 
College and George Mason 
University. 
Ron Singleton, vice president 
for college relations at MWC, 
said the3' ve had blue light 
phones -for 10 years, and they 
now have 20 pliones acroes cam-
pus. 
''We have the phones located 
near parking lots and near 
dorms," Singleton said. ,.These 
seemed to be the places that 
needed them moat. N 
At MWC, a blue Ught phone 
left off the hook immediately 
notifies police of the location, due 
to a caller ID feature. 
Laura Massie, spokesperson 
for the GMU media relations 
office, said GMU hopes to get 60 
blue light phones on Us campus. 
" Right now, we have 32 
phones," Massie said. •It took us 
four years to get to this amount." 
Massie said the university had 
more in the past, but they were 
vandalized. 
jMU will irRU more phones, 
as long as students respect the 
property, Ventura said. 
"We've alieady had someone 
vandalize the new phone," 
Ventura said, "but we plan on 
looking at Hillside, Bluestones 
and the Row as future possibih-
t:ies-" 
ALLYSON HOFERistaffphotogropht~ 
The new blue light emergency phone ,.., DfrCiedll• Hal In the 
Vlnace connects students clrectly to c.mp. Pollee. 
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Demining center at ·ciSAT lures 
assistant defense secretary to JMU 
by Courtney Crowley 
staff writer 
A high level defe'lse secretary 
will come to JMU Thursday to 
address issues of land mine deac-
tivation in overseas countries. 
IMU will showcase the Center 
for Humanitarian Deminlng at 
the CoUege of Integrated Science 
and Technology to H. Allen 
Holmes, assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Special Operations 
and Low-Intensity Conflict. 
"We want him to see the out-
standing projects JMU has pro-
duced," Col. Dennis Barlow, 
director of the center, said ... It's a 
great opportunity to see the input 
we' re making. JMU has s uch a 
vibrant campus with so many 
capabilities." 
JMU is the only universjty in 
the country involved in this 
e ffort, and will improve the 
school's relations with the gov-
ernment, according to Barlow. 
The center's location at OSAT 
is the result of a series of events 
that have occurred over the last 
five years in the unusual relation-
ship forged by JMU and Essex 
Corp., a government defense con-
tractor. 
In 1992. JMU entered into an 
academic-industrial venture wjth 
Essex to find ways a university 
and private industry C<?uld work 
together. 
Last spring, JMU and Essex 
fourid a project that wouJd reflect 
their objectives when the Senate 
Armed Services Committee allo-
cated more than $1 million for a 
demining project 
JMU then concluded a con-
tract with Holmes' staff through 
Essex to build the center, a high-
technology hub that assists the 
Defense Department in its demi-
ning, or deactivation of mines, 
efforts. 
The project is considered 
humanitarian, Barlow said, 
because it is teaching people how 
to deactivate mines rather than 
just having the US. niilitary go in 
to a country and do it 
According to Barlow, the pro-
jects completed by the center thus 
far have exceeded expectations. 
"We have finished a whole set of 
deliverables (projects the center 
creates] for 6scal year 1996." The 
center delivered 12 deUverables 
to Essex while most subcontrac-
tors usually do about l 0. 
"Essex has said to us our 
deliverables have been impres· 
sive, amazing and outstanding. 
They have suggested we get 
them copyrighted," Barlow said. 
Projects the center delivered 
to Essex already include two 
videos teaching mine awareness 
and how to treat typical land 
mine injuries. 
The center has also developed 
materials to warn ci tizens o f 
countries ravaged by land mines 
about their dangers 1be projects 
have been produced in both 
English and Cambodian thus far. 
Barlow said there are at least 64 
other countries in the world that 
have been devastated by land 
mines. 
Holmes' visit is important to 
the center and the university. 
While hi s actual visit has no 
effect on JMU's contract with 
Essex and the Defense Depart-
ment, his first-hand observation 
of the center's prodigious activi· 
ties could bo ls ter the cente r's 
already favorable reputation, 
Barlow said. 
liz Knight, coordinator of the 
economic development and part-
nership program, said, "We're 
not having him here to ask for 
money. But at the same time, 
whenever you build a good rela-
tionship with someone, they're 
more prone to listen to you." 
Holmes' visit is important to 
JMU for another reason. "We're 
hoping we can generate more 
stUdent and faculty interest and 
support," Knight said. 
Facu lty and students com-
plete aU center demining projects. 
Barlow said the students are paid 
part time for their work with a 
portion of the allocated monies. 
·see DEFENSE page 9 
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UnciM'IIge Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was charged judicially with .underage 
conunption of alcohol In Godwin HaA at 11:04 p.m. Jan. 
23. 
Annoytng 'fti8Phone Calla 
• Unldentm.ctlndlvktualt allegedly made annoying tUnber of dnllk in~ charges since Jan. 7: 10 
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Meeting gives peek 
into future of JMU 
What students and faculty can expect 
by Rob Speirs 
_____ __.._..:.s...~.taff writer ___ _ 
The following was discussed Friday at the JMU Board of VISitors' 
second meeting of the 1996-'97 academic year. 
/ 
STUDENT LIFE 
• The administration continues to examine the feasibility of installing 
a parking deck at jMU. Lack of space for the deck remains the key 
problem for officials. 
• According to Alexander Berry, chair oJ the Education and StudeQI 
Life Committee, the new University Recreation Center averages about 
20,000 users each week. This figure contrasts with the about 20,000 
students who used the recreation facilities in Godwin Hall in just one 
semester before UREC's construction. 
• The administration is looking into the possibility of either a<;Auiring 
or constructing covered tennis facilities. JMU tennis teams currently 
use the Harrisonburg Wellness Center. 
• NCAA altered proposition 62, which regulates the number of hours 
athletes can work. JMU athletes wiU now be permitted to earn up to 
the full C06t of their education. Under the former rule, athletes were 
only allowed to earn up to the full cost of their scholarships. 
• The Board applauded s tud ent safety conditions at JMU and 
attributed some of JMU's favorable security record to the Office of 
Public Safety. 
"JMU goes to great lengths to ensure the safety of students ... the 
vif9Jance of the safety department is one of the reasons fo r the lack oi 
crime," Berry said. 
• April Roberts, vice presid ent of the Student Government 
Association, presented a report outlining SGJ\'s accomplishments this 
year. She also requested changes in the process of appointing a student 
representative to the Board be made. Three faculty members and two 
s tudents comprise a committee to recommend potential student 
representatives to the Board. SGA requests eight students and two 
faculty members be on the committee. 
ADMISSIONS 
• JMU expects to have ao undergraduate body of about 15,000 by 
2000. An influx of 950 extra s tudents next year will bring the 
administration closer to tts set goal. 
• As of jan. 20, the Office of Admissions received 10,700 applications. 
This is an 8 percent increase- from the same time the previous year. 
Prospective students applying under JMU's early action plan will also 
face stiffer competition. The 7 percent increase in early admittance 
applicants has resu lted in a drop in the rate of early admissions 
acceptances. 
EDUCATION 
• JMU is considering the development of more online instruction 
through computer-based technology. According to Executive Vice 
President Linwood Rose, Old Dominion University's program has 
been successfuL 
• New majors and concentrations unde r development are: a n 
occupa tional therap y program, a science and communications 
program and a master's program in the College of lnteg:ra'Ted Science 
and Technology. 
• An academic integrity study wiU examine the current Honor Code · 
at JMU and the way the student body perceives the code. 
FACULTY SENATE 
• Faculty Senate Speaker Carl Weaver presented a Ust of Faculty 
Senate requests to the Board and expressed the Senate's desire to 
increase cooperation with the administration. 
• Recent debate concerning the use of social security numbers as JMU 
identification numbers prompted the Senate to endo.rse an alternate 
system. The Senate su ggested new identification numbers be chosen 
arbitrarily. . 
• The Sena te requested a role in the process of undergraduate 
curriculum review, which is now overseen by the administration. 
• JMU did not implement state-mandated lag pay jan. 15. 
TENURE 
• The process of post-tenure review and the number of tenured 
faculty at JMU was discussed in depth at the meeting. The Ad Hoc 
Tenure Committee, established in summer 1996, presented its 
recommendations and findings. 
According to the committee's report, the average percentage of 
G 11 rm ~r.:;~l •.uiJ hJ d , U mri Y' 
see MEETING page 9 
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9nternational Education 
Last Call for 
Study Abroad Applications!! 
The deadline lor anyone wan11ng to study abroad 
on a JMU program lor Summer '87, Fall ' 97, or 
Spring '118 11 FEBRUARY 1 1r 
Oon'l rMls your chante to go abroad! Stop by the 
Olhce of lntemauonal EducahonTHIS WEEK and 
discover all the opportun1ties available to you! 
January 24 - rind uul more .ilit>ul ~luuying 
ahro.'ll.l llllhc hiiCIII.IIrtlii:OII:.IIu~.IIIOil 
lnrunnu1i011 Tnhlc, War~nlldll, .terM.~ 
rrumthc: rosr Orricc. 2 - 4 I' rn . 
fthruary I - APf>lrc:rtli<Nt Dc.I;Jhrrc: ror JMU 
srudy iibro.ld l'fOgrarrt~ tn Summer '<rl, 
Fall '97, or Sl'fiRJ '98 
Fellruary S •• JMU Semester en l..umlon 
Alumni rtcc(lctOn ror Martt 
Slrinf(trl! 6 30·8:30 p.m., T11ylur 4U.S. 
rrcc: rood 
february II - llu,lelhng lnrc:nt:Uionul 
Budget Tra\'tl S::millllr, Wdtinglon, 
D.C .• all (2021 7113-490 ror murc: 
infbm10111011 
February 11!1 February 1 !I 
February 111 
Want to study abroad next year? Then 
APPL V NOWII Study at any of the locations 
below, oot apply now! 
I 
Only one week left!! 
Salamanca 
Florence 
London 
Paris 
Rome 
Japan 
Russia 
Ghana 
VIenna 
Ireland 
England 
Latrn America 
Moldovo/Romania 
For more lnlont'-lllon on SIUdy, -'1. 
"' travatlbtoed, contact thl Qlfil7e ol 
lntemalional Education, Paul Slratl Hou$e, 
• ldS4111. intl_edOfmu.edu. hltp://www lfiiU.e<kl/'onll·adl 
.., 
I 
ADVERTISING 
MANAGER 
WANTED 
The Breeze is looking for a new Advertising Manager 
for the 1997-98 school year. All majors are welcome 
to apply. Those with experience in management,. 
sales or publications are ~nc~uraged to apply. ~ts 
job requires strong organ1za~Jonal and leader~htp 
skills. Experience in ad destgn and ad sales ts a 
plus. This is a paid position. 
Pl:ase send cover letter, resume and clips to: 
Cheryl Floyd, General Manager 
The Breeze, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
. 
DEADLINE: Friday, February 7 at 5p.m. Bieeze J A II l 'I W A 0 I S (> M U II I V I a I I T f 
COMESU TTHE 
HONOR COUNCIL! 
APPLICATIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
POSITIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE 
HONOR COUNCIL OFFICE, TAYLOR 228. 
DEADLINE TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS IS 5PM, 
JANUARY 31, 1997 
Habitat Volunteers build 
second house in 'Burg 
Construction scheduled to beg1n March 13 
In an ongoing effort to pro-
vide housing for impoverished 
families, Habitat for Hu manity 
will amstruct Its second house in 
Harrisonburg. 
Construction of the house is 
targeted to run from March 13 
until the end of April. 
Members and Voll.Dl-
teers will work 
e v e r y 
F~ and Sab.irday so as not to 
in re with their work/school 
schedules. 
Volunteers will build the 
house for the Poberezhniy fami-
ly, who are &om Ulcra.ine. 
This is the biggest project to 
date for }MU's Habitat chapter. 
The efforts of Habitat meD\bers 
and volunteers will finance the 
house and organize its construe-
tim, Sc:tunMitsaid. 
u All collegiate chapters of 
Habitat must have an affiliate to 
work under" for liability reasons. 
said Vice President and Building 
Coordinator of Habitat Tricia 
Schmidt JMU's chapter is work-
ins in partnership with Central 
Valley Habitat for Humanity, 
who in tum sporwors the group, 
owns the property and assumes 
all legal responsibilities. 
Since aD c:oUegiate chapters of 
Habitat for Humanity cannot 
own property, Central Vallfy 
also manages the mort-
gage payments of the 
receiving fami-
lies. 
T o 
EMILY CBILDiliSSI1raplaia tdilor 
qualify for a home built by 
Habitat for Humanity, families 
mus t apply for consideration 
through Central Valley, w hich 
evaluates the applicants accord-
ing to thearnount oi income, abil-
ity to pay a no-interest mortgage 
and other stipulations. The wait 
list for a house is about seven 
years long, Schmidt said. 
1n addition to meeting these 
requirements, the recipient and 
family must also be able to put in 
a certain amount of sweat-equity 
hours, which are basically labor 
hours helping with construction, 
Tenure talk 
said Habitat President Stacy 
Grosh. 
Habitat members, other cam-
pus ~tions and volunteers 
from the Harrisonburg and JMU 
community provide the tabor 
required to build the house, 
Grosh said. 
Each house costs about 
$40,000 to build, Schmidt said. 
Money for the house is raised pri-
marily through the extensive 
fund raising done by Habitat 
members and from donations 
from local churches and busi-
nesses. 
Habitat sends out letters 
requesting aid, and responses 
vary &om checks to lumber sup-
plies to an offer to help lay the 
foundation of the house. 
Funding also comes from the 
mortgage payments of previous 
houses. AU mortgage payments 
oo the new house go into a pool 
to build the next house, said Rev. 
Rick Hill of the Presbyterian 
Campus MinisUy and adviser for 
Habitat 
Grosh said Habitat helps "the 
people who fall in the cracks, to 
get them out of poverty hous-
ing." 
Habitat for Humanity, which 
has been active at JMU since 1992, 
works on a variety of projects 
aimed at eliminating poverty 
housing woTldwide. "There are 
work p1qects almost every week-
end in a variety of areas," Hill 
saki. 
Last summer, Habitat mem-
bers traveled to Zambia to build 
adobe houses. 1his Spring Break. 
one group will go to Miami to 
build homes with Habitat chap-
ters nationwide. Another group 
will go to Albany, Ga., to work 
on houses destroyed by floods. 
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Study shows .1 in 4 
]MU women raped 
by Paige Capossela 
contrifiuting writer 
Many JMU women don' t recognize their own sexual experiences as 
rape, according to a 1994study of women conducted by the psycholo-
gy department 
The study's results were consistent with other college campuses, 
according to professor of psychology Arnold Kahn. One in four JMU 
women had intercourse that was forced or to which they did not give 
consent, and only about 24 percent reported their experience. 
Ninety-eight percent of the victims were raped by an acquaintance 
at JMU. The study also showed that half of the rape victims aren' t 
aware that they've been raped. 
For four years, Kahn and Virginia Andreoli Mathie, professor of 
psychology, conducted a study about ~ual assault. The results were 
published in 1~ after its first year, and those results remained consis-
tent until its completion this year. The study focuses on acknowledged 
and unacknowledged rape victims. 
Kahn defined ac:knawledged victims as those who understand they 
have been raped even when the attack was different from what they 
thought a rape is. He said unacknowledged vict:.iJm have been raped 
but don't realize it despite the fact that sex was violent, forceful and 
against the victim's will. 
The study also included surveys about sexual behavior that were 
distributed to students in psychology participant pools, during sched-
uled classes and residence hall programs. Questions addressed 
descriptive rape situations and ended with the question, "Have you 
ever been raped?" 
Another part of the study consisted of a rape script where partici-
pants described events occurring before, during and after rape. 
A main concern the study addressed was the students who don't 
recognize that they have been raped, the unacknowledged victims. 
These students, who repqrtedly checked off on the survey that they 
had not consented to intercourse or had been forced to have inter-
course, still wrote that they weren't raped, Kahn said. They oftell thinJc 
the act must take place outside, usually in an alley, and must involve a 
weapon to be considered rape, Kahn said. 
"They don't recognize date and party situations can lead to rape, 
and as a result, don't resist as much because they are taken by sur-
prise,, Kahn said. 
Uz Dowling, a junior psychology major, said, "A Jot of girls still 
believe that rape involves violence and a stranger, and it's simply not 
the case." 
Kahn also referred to a s tudy by Diane Clark of Shippensburg 
University, in which students explained their expectations for a first 
date. Freshman men and women usually didn't even mention sex as 
part of what they anticipated on a first date. But senior men typically 
wanted to get as far as they could physically. Upperclasswomen 
see RAPED page 9 
MUP national chapter president defends tenure, says it is not a barrier to getting rid of the incompetent' 
by Julia Filz 
Jacu fty reporter 
While colleges and universities across 
the nation are having problems with the 
issue of tenure, JMU held its awn forum to 
discuss the subject. 
adequate cause," quoting from the 
AAUP's Red Book, a book he referred to as 
AAUP's Bible. 
In 1915, a group of professors who 
were concerned about attacks on academic 
freedom founded AAUP. Tenure is an 
important part of protecting professors' 
academic freedom, Perely sajd. 
from honest judgment and independent 
criticism, which otherwise might be with-
held due to fears of offending social 
groups or attitudes. 
important. The purpose of tenure is to pre-
serve and protect academic freedom. It is 
not job security." 
According to a report on WHSV-TV 
news, which aired the night of the meet-
ing, Richard Whitman, dean of the College 
of Communication and Arts, said, "As the 
needs for faculty shift from program to 
program. it becomes very difficult to move 
tenured faculty members. But with con-
tract employees, it is possible to terminate 
those relationships in areas where faculty 
are no longer needed." 
The JMU chapter of the American 
Assoc:iation of University Professors spon-
sored the event 
James Perely, president of the national 
chapter of the AAUP and professor of biol-
ogy at the College of Wooster (Ohio), 
addressed tenure and post-tenure review 
Thursday. He spoke to an audience of 
about 30, which included faculty, staff and 
students. 
Perely said, "After the expiration of a 
probationary period.- teachers ... should 
have permanent or continuous tenure, and 
their service should be terminated only for 
"One of the central mechat\1sms tied to 
protecting that vital underpinning of our 
academic life was tenure," Perely said. 
"There are essentially two components 
of tenure that give it its value," Perely said. 
"First and foremost, there's the core need 
to protect academic freedom." 
Quoting a former president of the 
AAUP, Perely said, "Academic freedom 
and tenure do not exist because of particu-
lar soHcitude for the human beings who 
staff our academic institutions." He said 
they exist instead so society may benefit 
Perely also addressed the second aspect 
of tenure - the economic side. 
'We [college professors] may be in the 
only sector in which our customers cheer 
when they get less for their money .than 
what they expected," Perely said. 
"A compelling ~t may be made 
that you want the very best minds in the 
academic world ... who can stimulate the 
development of the best in their stu-
dents. 
In defining what tenure is, Perely also 
addressed what tenure is not. 
"Tenure is not a barrier to getting rid of 
the incompetent," he said. 
Philip Riley, JMU professor of histot)', 
said, '1 think the affirmation of tenure is 
The Br«U could not reach Whitman for 
comment 
The Board of Visitors is reviewing 
tenure at JMU. A subcommittee was 
formed in the summer of 1996, and, 
according to a report released at the recent 
BOV meeting, no completion date has 
been set. 
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Welcome (Jack 
from . 
TROPICAL 
TANS, 
INC. 
I $2.80 per visit 
38 Lamp beds 
with Face Tanner 
I 
3061 S. Main Street • 433-,1717 
I 
Flash Gordon 
Tues. & WOO., 
January 28 & 29 
ll'lyi1WI1f)N S'I1JI)I~N'I'S wrtll 
J .. l~ill)l~llSIIIP I~XI•J~Ilii~N(~E 
The White Balloon 
Thurs., 
January 30 
· Get on the B~s 
Fri., & Sat., 
January 31, February 1 
The Krays 
Sun., 
February 2 
IJJ»JI NI~I~J)S Y4)1J! 
APPUCATIONS AilE NOW AVAIIABI..E FOR THE 
· FttLJ .. ftWING t•ftSITiftNS : 
FILII CIIAIR 
FILII ASSISTANTS 
JIUSICAL EVENTS CHAIR 
UNIVERSITY REVUE CHAIR 
ISSUES AND CULTURAL 
AWARENESS CHAIR 
PUBUCITY CHAIR 
PUBUCITY ASSISTANT 0 
PUBUC RELATIONS CHAIR 
PUBUC RElATIONS ASSISTANT 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT CHAIR 
FINANCIAL MANAGER 
INFORMATION COORDINATOR 
PROGRAMMING ASSISTANT 
\l 
0 
APPLICATif)NS JUtE AVAilABLE IN THE UPB OFFICE, 
TJ\YJ..OR 205 AND ARE J)UE BY FEB 3 AT.5PM 
--------~~jiNBRIEF ·I~-~~ -~-o-u_~_E_M_~_,_.~_-2_~·-m-7 
e EQUAL meeting, Hall, nn. 311, 5 p.m. 
e Oub Latino meeting; Taylor Hall, nn. 400,5:30 p.m. 
e Senior Class Challenge kick~ff event, 0\andJer Hall, 
Shenandoah Room, 6:30p.m. 
e Tri-Beta meeting, BUfl'USS Hall, nn. 238, 7 p.m. 
e Scier\ce Fiction Fantasy Gu.ild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 404, 7 p.m. 
• Phi Chi Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall,~ 
rm. G-2, 7 p.m. 
e Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
nn. 306, 7 p.m. Details: Michelle, x6887. 
• Freshman class council 9lfetlng, Taylor Hall, nn. 400, 
8:30p.m. ' 
e First Right meeting, Ta~lor Hall, nn. 305, 9 p.m. 
ITUESDAt lS I 
• Videoconference: "Y oJr Internship: Fmd It-Go For 
It-Get it," Grafton.Stova'U Theatre, 4-5 p.m. 
• Society for Human ~urce Management meeting; 
Zane Showker Hall, nn. 1Q2, 5 p.m. 
• Meet the brothers- Bhi Sigma Pi national honor 
fraternity, Taylor Hall, ~ 404, 5:30 p.m. 
• Circle K meeting, TaYJor Hall, rm. 306, 5:45 p.m. 
• AED National ~cal Society meetmg, Burruss 
Hall rm. 31, 7 p.m. • 
e Psychology Oub ~g, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
Details: Heather. xS942. : 
• Pre-Law Society meetlng, Maury Hall. nn. G-5, 7 p.m. 
• "Flash Gordon/' sponSored by UPB, Graftoo-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9-.30 p.m., Si 
e College ~ublkans n}eeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
7:30p.m. Details: ~ry, 43.1-C872.. 
• The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541. 
(WEDNESDAY· 
I 
191 
• Habitat for Humanity nleeting, Taylot Hall, nn. 404, 
5p.m. 
• Meet the brothers- Phi Sigma Pi national honor 
fraternity, Taylor Hall, nn. 404, 6:30p.m. 
e Outing Oub meeting, Keezel1 Hall, nn. 105, 6:30p.m. 
e ''Flash Gordon," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9-.30 p.m., $2. 
· • Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 7:30p.m. 
• Take Back the Night Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm .. 200, 8 p.m .. Details: Ann, x3407. 
ITHURSDAY 30 1 
e EARTI-1 meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 400, 5 P..m. 
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, ~3490. 
• Madison Mediators meeting, ~thony-Seeger Hall 
lobby, 6 p.m. 
I 
Waste Not, Want Not ••• 
,.. ..,., ... u.s .......... ..... 
American fashions of 1970s become 
the trend In today's Japanese culture 
Nilce's Air Max and Fila's new Grant Hill shoes may be 
all the rage in the United States, but Japanese trendsetters 
are sporting the ~tage look. 
Athletics shoes, jackets, sweatshirts and T -W.rts dating 
from the 1970s, when sports apparel went mainstream, 
are status items in Japan, and people have been paying 
hundreds of dollars for them. No longer simply outdated 
clothing, they are now Hvintage"- and owning them is a 
high-fashion statement .. U.S. companies are n>unding up 
the clothes from thrift stores and attics to be shipped to 
Japan. 
"I think the Japanese both love and envy American 
culture," said Larry McKaughan, owner of HeUer's Far 
West Oothing in Seattle. 
The fad for old athletic shoes is like the one for used 
blue jearts- or, in years past, used cowboy boots, said 
McKaughan, who buys clothing in America for resale to 
shops in Japan. 
"When it's hot, it's extremely hot," McKaughan said. 
"Japan being a group society, when one person wants it, 
everybody wants it. Price becomes no object. But when 
they don't want it, they dm't want it" 
As with any fashion item, trends develop. 
H About five yea,rs ago, it was Nike, Adtdas, New 
Balance, Brooks and Converse all vying for interest/' 
Mcl<aughan said. "But in the last year or two, there was a 
shoe war, and Nike won. H 
Ni.ke's excellent promotion, and its hot ties to American 
sports stars like Michael Jordan, probably linked the 
company in the Japanese mind to U.S.-style cool, 
Mci<aughan said. 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
~ 
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source. USA Today 
C~X or Norfolk $C)uthern merger will· 
create thlrcJ-targest railroad In nation 
NORFOLK - Norfolk Southern Corp., engaged in a 
bidding war with CSX Corp. to take over Conrail Inc., is 
not saying whether it would accept a~ to its rival's 
tracks and withdraw its bid. 
''We're not saying what we would be.happy with or 
unhappy with at this point," Norfolk Southern 
spokesman Robert Fort said Friday. 
NWe don't have a package OT anything that we are 
asking for or bargaining for. We are waiting to see, when 
the talks begin, how they go," Fort said, referring to a 
meeting planned among the three railroad companies. 
"We're just delighted that there are going to be talks." 
CSX chairman John Snow said his company would 
consider giving hostile bidder Norfolk Southem access to 
Northeast rail routes if that is n-ecessary to win federal 
approval of its merger with Conrail. 
Without such an anangetrlent, Norfolk Southern could 
be left without access to key markets if Richmond-based 
CSX succeeds in buying Conrail. 
Snow outlined his position at a meeting with security 
industry analysts Thursday in New York, where he 
reiterated the company is committed to tts acquisition. 
Snow also said CSX will consider doing "whatever it 
takes" to wtn merger approval hom the National Surface 
Transportation Board, CSX spokesman Tom Hoppin sa1d. 
"As an example, Mr. Snow cited that the company 
would consider granting Norfolk Southern access not 
only from the north and the south but from the west to 
the port of New York and New Jersey" Hoppin said. 
Either merger would create the nation's third-largest 
railroad. 
- AP/newsfinder news service 
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e "White Balloon," sponsored tiy UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2. l • News: After a semester ofworking out, is the University Recreation Center a success? 
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Ta~lor Hall, nn. 311• 8 • Arts: L&S Diner <;_elebrates SQ.y~ars of servp.· .co .. • • .a4~MC.~'ww._.lllool!llbdlm"!1::~,=: .. ,".~''"' p.nL~,~~MUT~~ - --- --- =======:~~::~::::~~~~~==~::~~~~~::~~::~~~~~~~~ 
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CAllltJ~ All 
~PAD~~ PLAY~R~ AtJD 
PltJ~ POtJ~ ~tJT~U~IA~T~ 
ThQtQ will bQ a qualifying 
toutnamQnt fat thQ upcoming ACUI 
RQgional~ in ~Qbtuaty. If you atQ 
i ntQtQ~tQd in pa tticipati ng, call 
Lindy, x 7~70. ThQ toutnamQnt 
will bQ hQid WQdnQ~day, Jan. 29, 
199 7 at Bpm in thQ Cotnat Pocl«!t 
~amQtoom in T aylot Down U ndQt. 
It·~ r:R~~!! 
2 ... 1 
I 
WfV,\r6 lAP IN f<£C1 
J!W. 2J - F66. 1 
Let UREC help you set rcrul:;llc goals and nchleve them through lhls 4-week procmm. 
CPR for the Profeulonal Reacuer, 2 - 6 pm 
UHEC Group lnslrucllon llw m 128. 
Cull xU REO to rc~lslcr. Coua11e fee Is $20. 
:1 .\ '' I \ ~ \ / • ~· 
Smut J'ltne .. for Sldln&. 1 pm 
UREC Group lnstrucllon Room 128. 
Scuba Clue offered by Kathy's Scuba 
Class meets on 11aursdays. 6:30 - 10·30 pan. 
Cnll x8734 for details. 
+ 
Eattnc Disorder Awareneu Week 
Svonsored by the MullldiB<"II'Ihmry Tre<JhllC'JII Te<UII fur E."\Ung 13chnvtors. 
1\ vnrlety uf cclucatlunal iJrogr.uns and 'iJJeakcrs Will orreiC~t~ during Ute week. 
Call xUREG fur more Information 
F"F.r-.:.- ' ' _\, ''( r. ( 
lotra111ural Racquetball Singles Sign-ups, 8 am • 5 pan 
UREC Program Reglslratlon Oeo;k 
''DressinC for the Outdoors". 9 - I I pm 
Whether u·~ skiing. hiking or going to clas:~. everyone has to go outslde at 
some polnl. Be Jlf CJ><U etll Mct"t 111 the UREC Group ln:>tn1ct1on Room 128. 
~ • ' ' I ' : 
I : ' ' ~ ' 0 , I r 1 I , ; ~ I • • , ; 
·l ' ~ : ' : I I , . • ·, • , • ~ • I " 
For more information, eaU a8700 or 'rillt our webaJte at llttp:// .... jllla/recreatJon. 
••• •• 
Defense __________________ __ 
continued~ pege 3 
"We want to give [Holmes] and his 
office a clearer idea of what capabilities we 
have on campus," Barlow said. To that 
extent, hopefully it will r:eenergize the par-
ticipation." 
One reason the center is actively seeking 
more participation &om the university is 
because it expects to expand its scope this 
year. "We are going to start a demining 
club for altruistic students interested in the 
concept of humanitarian demining," 
Barlow said. 
"We want to increase our electronic 
means for our next set of deliverables," he 
said. "An exciting development will be the 
ability to digitaUy reproduce maps." 
Following his visit to the Center for 
Humanitarian Oemining, Holmes will 
meet with the students and faculty mem-
bers who are working on the humanitarian 
demining projects. He will conclude his 
campus tour with a 25-minute speech 
about Special Operations and demining at 
7 p.m. in Wilson Hall, followed by an open 
question-and-answer session. 
Barlow said, "Special forces are usually 
defined as John Rambo - lethal. But they 
are good diplomat warriors, especially in 
peacetime. 
'1 hope he touches on the new breed of 
specia l operations so JMU will know 
there's more to it than a Rambo mentali-
ty," he said. 
.... ___ .......................... - ... . 
During his stopover, Holmes will take 
in a Reserve Officer Training Corps 
detachment performing training exercises 
on Chestnut Ridge, which is the land 
between CISA T and the Convocation 
Center. 
The JMU ROTC program is ·ranked in 
the top 10 in the country, and this is a rare 
occasion to execute drills before a high-
ranking Defense Department official. Lt. 
Col. Allan Stuhlmiller, head of the military 
science department, said, "[Holmes' visit] 
gives us an opportunity to showcase our 
program. It also gives [Holmes) an idea of 
what ROTC programs are doing for the 
Department of Defense." 
Ba.rlow said, "DOD officials see [Navy} 
SEAlS and the Air Force all the time, but 
they don't get a chance to see many ROTC 
cadets. These guys are so good, it will give 
(Holmes] an opportunity to see the energy, 
enthusiasm and vitality of the (JMU] 
detachment." 
Excitement and anticipation have been 
channeling through the military science 
department the last couple of weeks, as the 
ROTC program has been gearing up for 
Holmes' visit. 
Stuhlmiller said, "I'm excited for the 
students i.n the program. They are the ones 
who have put in the extra work. They 
deserve the recognition and exposure." 
Ranger Dave O'Leary said, "l feel hon-
ored, but kind of nervous too - but you 
have to put that aside and do what you're 
trained to do." 
Ranger Steve Walters said this is 
extremely important to him. '1t's an honor 
for so many reasons. I'm proud to be i.n the 
ROTC program at JMU. We'll be able to 
show the secretary what we're made of. 
"I'm sick and tired of everyone compar-
in~ us to the academies," he said. "Cadets 
from public schools make better officers 
because we have to balance school work, 
our social lives, military and other aspects 
of life. ROTC officers are more well-round-
ed and balanced than officers from the 
academies." 
Wanted 
The Breeze is hiring five Account Executives & five 
Ad Designers for the 1997-'98 school year. AI majors 
welcome to apply. Experience in sales or graphic 
design is a plus. These are paid positions. 
Please send cover letter, resume & clips to 
Cheryl Floyd, General Manager 
The Breeze, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
DEADLINE: 
EOE Friday, Feb. 14 at 5 p.m. 
~---·--
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contlnued from page 5 
recognized some upperclassmen were 
going to try to push the physical side of a 
date. 
Problems arise when a freshman fema.Je 
is on a date with a junior or senior. She is 
shocked by his aggressiveness and cannot 
defend herself, Kahn said. Not all upper-
classmen faJI into this stereotype however. 
Junior marketing major Bob Gallo said, 
"1 don't think any guy has the right to 
expect sex from a date." 
Kahn said the study found common rea-
sons why victims don't identify their expe-
rience as rape. Victims are concerned for 
the rapist- they usually know the attack-
er and don't want him to go to jajJ or don't 
want to lose the relationship they have 
with him. Other victims want to repress 
the rape memory. 
"Females don't qualify their experience 
as rape because there is a huge denial fac-
tor," Dowling said. "They don't want to 
admit they were foollshJy putting them-
selves in a situation or that they shouldn't 
trust the guy they were with." 
Kahn said, '1 don' t think women are 
particularly well-informed. They need to 
be informed as early as junior h.igh." 
This year's research team, which con-
sists of seven undergraduates, is expand-
ing its research to the men's perspective, 
hoping to gain understanding about the 
male psyche. The study will center around 
the contradictions and misconceptions of 
how men view relationships, violence and 
rape. 
"We want to see where women's and 
men's idea of rape are different and where 
they overlap," D' Acunto said. 
Meeting ________ _ 
continued from page 3 
54 percent. At JMU, 69 percent have 
tenure. 
The committee's report expressed 
concern about the high percentage of 
tenured and tenure-track staff at JMU, but 
the p~ of the committee was not to 
determine whether JMU should eliminate 
tenure. 
The committee suggested a target rate 
of 75 percent tenure and tenure-track fac-
ulty which Jackson felt was a "reasonable 
goal to work for." 
THE ROLE OF THE JMU PRESIDENT 
• President Carrier will now place more 
emphasis on JMU's external relations in 
Rkhmond and Washington, D.C. 
• JMU plans to set up a Washington office 
for Carrier to facilitate requesting federal 
funding for applied research. lt is hoped 
that JMU will increase the $2 million it 
now gets for applied research to $10 mil-
lion. 
BUDGEf I 
• Severa] amendments were presented to 
the Virginia General Assembly requesting 
funding for CISAT. JMU requested about 
$31 miUion for the completion of addition-
al CISA T construction 
• The GeneraJ Assembly received a $200 
million unified ar;nendment being sought 
by all public colleges and universities in 
Virginia for faculty pay raises. 
• State allocations to JMU per student total 
$780 per student This figure contrasts with 
the state avetage of $1,206 per student. 
Coldwell Banker -Contact ColleeD Pendr)" 
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EDITORIAL 
Penalty too easy on Speaker 
0 nJy a few weeks after electing him to the This is a good point. To Gingrich, $300,000 is Speaker's chair for a second term, the first pocket change. And while it is good the represen-time a Republican has had the honor in 68 tatives have shown "no one is above the rules of 
years, the House fined Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) the House," we must wonder how many of them 
$300,000 for ethical wrongdoing in connection have committed similar indiscretions. 
with alleged tax violations. We must also be disappointed in the House's 
The landslide vote, 395 to 28, completes the reelection of Gingrich with such dishonesty on his 
final stages of a battle initiated by former repre- shoulders. Did House Demqcrats use his weak 
sentative Ben jones (D-Ga.) in Sept 1994 when he standing as a strategy to bolster their own motives 
ran against Gingrich for his· House seat. But by voting for him? Were the representatives using 
should the American voters be relieved, or unset- politics, instead of the moral good of their nation, 
tled by the reprimand handed down , , • . to steer their decision? This is the 
by the House? He admztted hzs nature of politics. 
G ingrich, a Republican le~der 'It t . d In a similar gesture, President 
third in line for presidential succes- gut I ye recetve Clinton said, ''The House should do 
sion, "agreed to the penalty [on] Dec. [ I th its business and then we should get 
20 as part of a deal in which he on Y a S ap on e back to the people's business." First, 
admitted guilt," according to the Jan. wrist by his isn ' t the moral character of the 
22 Washington Post. He admitted his , Speaker the business of the people? 
guilt, yet received only a slap on the CO Ileagues. And second, is Ointon ready to put 
wrist by his colleagues. the situation behind him because of 
ln all, 26 Republicans ~d two Democrats voted his involvement in a sexual harassment suit, 
against the punishment for one reason or another. Whitewater and the Democratic National 
Some believed the financial ~tywas too harsh. Committee funding scandal? Is he hoping that by. 
. Others believed it .was not severe enough. Five showing consideration for Gingrich, the public 
representatives voted "present," or neutral, ~ne of will do the same for him? 
whom was Rep. Maxine Waters (0-Calif.), who There are many arguments for and against the 
said, "If Newt Gingrich did what they said he did, accusations, the punishment and the importance 
he should have been censured." Censuring is just of what Gingrich has done. In America's eyes, 
short of .expulsion. however, the damage has been done, and his creel-
Of the two Democrats voting against the ibility is under suspicion. May the people of his 
admonishment, Rep. Gene Taylor (D-Miss.) district in Georgia keep that in mind the next time 
tholl:~.ht the penalty should have detailed more elections roll around. 
~cally how the fine was to be paid. He said ----..--------------
, the measure should have specified that the The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial 
$300,000 come from personal funds, not campaign board·which consists of the editor, riumaging editor and 
coffers or a legal expense fund." the opinion editors. 
A "watch-your-back" dart to the person who stole 
my basketball at UREC last Monday night. That ball 
has my name on it, and if I catch you with it, you're 
going to have a much bigger problem than a petty 
larceny charge on your hands. 
Sent in by a student who wonders what ~u 
luJppened to the Honor Code. 
Pae ... 
A "way-to-ma.k:e-JMU-proud" pat to all the 
members of the JMU Marching Royal Dukes who 
participated in the 1997 Presidential Inaugural 
Parade. 
Sent in by a huge fan who knows just how cold it 
was waiting an extra hour and a half for President 
Clinton to finish lunch. 
Dan ... 
A "save-it" dart to the not-so-attractive couple 
playing tonsil hockey in D-haJI Thursday afternoon. 
To think, I almost got sick eating at 0-hall. 
Sent in by a firm supporter of the "Get a Room" 
theory. 
Pae ... 
A "thanks-for-your-support" pat to all of the loyal 
fans who came to cheer on the JMU swimming and 
diving team Saturday afternoon. 
Sent in by a team member who hopes to see all of 
you this Saturday as the team faces Richmond at 1 
p.m. in Godwin. 
Dan ... 
A .. nails-on-a-blackboard" dart to the broken down 
junkmobile that never fails to creep along behind our 
dorm at very late houis of the night. • 
Sem in by two Logan Hall residents who don't 
appreciate those who continue to harass tMm with 
the luJir-raising screech of a bad transmission. 
Pae .•. 
A .. belated-Christmas-Eve" pat. to Officer.Hartman 
for opening my car door for me after I stupidly 
locked my keys in it 
Sent in by a student who actually managed to get 
home thai tt~~- -o · · r.: " 
OP/ED 
Look sir, -Droids! 
'You ean actwllly discuss "Star Wars" in public ... without fear ... ' 
. 
You may have noticed the dramatically increased OCC'LIJ'n!nC::e of bleary-eyed, pasty-toned, &ighllening-ly corpulent or dangerously skinny people walking 
about the non-virtual world. Don't be alarmed - they're 
not aggreestve unless they're holding a video game con-
troller and they generally shy away from direct physi-
cal/verbal interface with other carbon-based Hfe forms. 
Snake 
Oil 
-Chris Klimek 
Expect this trend to continue at least until early March. 
"Star Wars," newly refurbished for its 20th birthday, is 
back in theatres as of Friday. Segments of the population 
who haven't seen a vegetable since Mom moved all their 
comics into the basement and staned charging them rent, 
are taking themselves off-line and reassimilating them: 
selves into society for the six weeks between now and 
when "Return of the Jedi" is re-releaSed. 
Heh. Yeah. 
One• can only suppress his inner geek for so long. I 
admit it I'm as excited as e-..:erybody else who was born 
after 1970. The nasty stereotype I have detailed 
above may be fine for profligate Trelddes, but 
"StY Wars" is' a whole different food group. 
Everybody loves these movies. You can 
actually discuss "Star Wars" in public, in 
great detail, without fear of the reciprocal 
moclcery and beatings that surely awaited, 
say, the guy who sat in front of me, in full 
costume, at a showing of "Star Trek First 
Contact" at VaDey Mall a few weeks back. 
For movie buffs like me, who loved the 
"Star Wars" films but loathe what they 
did to the film industry, the re-
release of the entire trilogy over 
the next six weeb is nothing 1~ 
than an opportunity to reexam-
ine our own aesthetic sensibili-
ties by taking a second (or 20th) 
took at the films that practicaUy cre-
ated those sensibilities in the first 
place. 
"Star Wars" permeated junk cul-
ture to the extent that people who 
wouldn't be caught dead 
wearing sweatpants, 
except to exercise, can 
easily explain to you 
the difference 
between a Woolde 
and a shaggy 
Tantan. For good 
or ill, the trilogy 
is a bona fide 
genera tiona I 
watermark, the 
proof of which is found not in the well-orchestrated hype 
of the past few weeks surrounding the re-reJease, but in 
the Wl.interrupted awareness in the public psyche of these 
movies since "Star Wars" was first released in May lW/ 
-20 years ago! 
How many other movies even half that old do you 
think would be familiar to a third-grader today? With the 
possible exception of "Bambi" or "The Wizard of Oz," 
probably none. 
There is a word - Zeitgeist - that probably isn't in 
your computer'r; ~lling clictiorw:y andis.guaran~ to 
make you look like a gassy would-be in~hif\~\ 
use it (Oops). But it basically means the generalized 
beliefs, ideas, thoughts and feeli(tgs of a culture in a given 
period. 
"Star Wars" apparently captured the Zeitgeist of the 
late 20th century Western World precisely which, consid-
ering that the film is really nothing more or Jess than a 
clever, vivid amalgam of Greek mythology, John Ford 
weslems (or K\U'068wa samurai pictures), Eastern mysti-
cism and Marvel comics, makes perfect sense. 
My favorite film of the series is "The Empire St:rikes 
Back." the second, or sixth part of the saga, depending on 
whether or not you believe George LuC.as will ever make 
the other two trilogies he has been promising for years. I 
was four years old when "Empire" carne out, and it's the 
first film I can remember seeing in the theatre. 
Watching it again severaJ years later, and many times 
since, it wouJd strike me as the darkest, most mysterious, 
least predictable of the three.lt was aJso tbe least financial-
ly successful initially, when early audiences complained 
the movie was confusing and depressing, rather like the 
black day a decade or so ago when I Jet go of my entire 
coUection of "Star Wars" figures, including the Darth 
Vader-bust case I kept them in, for something under $20. 
Taken to the right place, those toys would probably buy 
me a semester of grad school today. 
I will be making a road trip to the District to catch "Star 
Wars" at my favorite movie house, the Cineplex Odeon 
Uptown. The irony that I previously made this trip to see 
the likes of Sam Peck.inpah's "The Wild Bunch," John 
SchJesinger's "Midnight Cowboy," and Martin Scorcese's 
"Taxi Driver"- each a 6ne example of the brand 
of risky, challenging, personal film making 
the major studios all but abandoned in 
the wake oi"Star Wars" record~ 
ing success. 
I have a different perspective, 
however, than 
the numerous 
writers of film 
text books, and 
most recently, 
Nt!'WS'Wtd film 
critic David 
.A.n5el\ who 
SETH FRIEDMAN/staff artisl 
has blamed "Star WaJS" and George Lucas for the virtual 
death of intelligent big-studio cinema. U not for these 
films, I probably never would have become a lover of 
movies and I ~ver would have been moved to seek out 
the best films of the mid-60s to'mid-70s, perhaps the most 
fertile period of movie making ever. The house that Lucas, 
through no fault of his own, crushed. 
Consider this a vote for serendipity, then. 
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Years Ago is a column that highlights excerpts of old 
Brtr!US, which can be found in Carrier Library. 
55 years ago, November 190 
As some 400 roUege journalists, many of them editors 
of their college newspapers, were attending the 
Associated Collegiate Press convention in St. Louis over 
the past weekend, one thing seemed strikingly important 
Tell these people something, impress them so that when 
they return they will print what you say for more coUege 
stUdents to read, and you have reached a large number of 
America's future leaders. Tell them, for instance, that col-
leges can no longer isolate themselves &om the events of 
the world. But you might say that college people hesitate 
to convince others of the rightness of their ideas. 
They do not feel they are able to speak with authority 
in the face of more experienced thinkers, so they refrain 
&om expres6ing their views. But tell them . .. that others 
far less equipped than they are constantly opinionating 
and it is their privilege that comes ooly with democracy. 
College students should be sensitive to any movement 
or organization that may adversely change our way of life. 
Crimes are committed in the name of a slogan or catch-
word of an ear. ''For national defense" we are told and we 
take it for granted. In these days it is vitally important that 
we keep our eyes open, critically, analytically. 
We men and women in American colleges are among 
the most self-centered people in the world. We leave our 
government and its problems to the men paid to take care 
o£ them. And yet, perhaps our apathy does not originate 
in our lack of concern for our nation as much as in our 
feeling of individual helplessness. 
•••••••• 
HMany of us are convinced that democracy cannot be 
saved by anns alone. Even if we are not drawn into the 
war even though England may avoid defeat, the causes 
that destroyed the democracies of Europe will still be at 
work. Totalitarianism# as it exists today, is the outcome of 
the prolonged unemployment, the economic hopelessness, 
the perverted training, and the sense o( insecurity of the 
great masses of adult youth." - Donald DuShane, presi-
dent of the National Education Association. 
55 years ago, Christmas 1941 
The quiet calm of the typi~ American Sunday after-
noon was not the setting for the terse words which came 
over our radios five days ago. The numbing finality of 
those words put a grim period at the end of our train of 
wishful thought. "There has been a Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor!" "American soi l has been invaded!" 
"American lives have been lost!" Our nation was galva-
nized into action. On Monday our President appraised 
Congress of the gravity of the situation, asking for a decla-
ration of war. With but a single nay, Congress voted to 
accept the Japanese challenge. The formal declaration of 
war was signed by the President at 4:10p.m Events have 
moved swiftly. Yesterday we declared war on Germany 
and Italy. The crux of the whole situatim is that what has 
existed in fact has been legalized. Thousands of words 
have been pouring out of our loudspeakers unfolding the 
story of the war. Thousands of w~rds have been printed in 
our newspapers. They are no longer meaningless. They 
are vital words, reminders of our responsibility. 
We must be calm. This is no time for hysterics. Our 
responsibility is to continue with the business of preparing 
ourselves. Now, more than ever it is .important that we be 
prepared to take our places in life. We shall be called to the 
jobs which the men of the nation must vacate, in order to 
serve in the fighting forces. That is challenge enough. Let 
us be worthy of il 
---
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ent Center 
~ YoucM 
• Jove your baby 
and yourself by giving it life, hope: 
are: 
Great w/ IGdsl 
Mldtcal 4 Engm-
eering ftrofaston-
als w/ Diverse In-
twats; Mimed 
yrs.; Stay«-home will be presenting a on Eatin~ Disorders, 
the follow1ng topics: 
Information on 
Disorders 
for helping a friend 
Identify warning signs 
eating habits 
available and how 
them 
The Breeze is 
looking for one 
Account Executive 
to begin work 
immediately. All 
majors welcome to 
apply. Experience in 
sale is a plus. This 
is a paid position. 
Please send cover 
letters and resumes to 
Chery 1 Floyd, 
Office Manager . 
The Breeze, 
Anthony~Seeger Hall. 
I 
•wHEN? 
January 28, 
5:30 -7:00 pm 
•wHERE? 
Alumnae Hall, 
room 208 
.WHO? 
All JMU students, 
no sign up necessary! 
· . We are a childless couple Jong1ng to 
become loving parents through private 
adoption. Together we can tum each 
other's sorrow into joy, and share 
ideas for your and your baby's 
bright future. 
Mom: Financially 
Stable.; Sensttt~ 
to Y04r Needs. 
Not Ready to Deal 
'Mth This Yet? 
Oip 4 SCM ttu Ad. 
Next one runs in 
.... zwuks. 
Application Deadline --February 1, 1997!!! 
if 
Want to study in London this summer? Or 
maybe next year? Then Apply Now!!!! The 
deadline for the JMU Semester in London 
program for Summer '97, Fall '97, and Spring 
'98 is less than a week away !!!t! Apply before 
February 1 ! ! 
Study and LIVE 
in LONDON!!! 
Live within walking distance of 80°/o of London's 
attractions. 
Earn 15-18 hours of JMU credit in art history, English, history, ILS, 
music & theater. 
Explore famous places throughout England: Stratford, Oxford, the 
Lake District, and more! 
. 
For more information on the Semester in London, contact: 
Doug Kehlenbrink, London Director/FMIR Spring '98 -- x6971 
Dr. Tom Arthur, FMIR, Summer '97 -- x3693 · 
Dr. Maynard Filter, FMIR, Fall '97 -- x 3541 
Prof. Douglas Kehlenbrink, Spring '98 " or email intl-ed@jmu.edu 
.. 
http://www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/ 
The Madison Project puts on an 
Incredible show; Inspires, evokes 
emotion from audience members 
To the Editor: 
I write with perhaps the most happiness I've felt here 
a t JMU. In my third week at ~ university as a transfer 
s tudent, J a ttended the Th e Madison P roject concer t 
Wednesday night and was 6lled with wannth and irulpi· 
ration (and - not to sound cheesy - with laughter and 
tears). 
If you have not heard this men's a cappella group, you 
are truly missing out They are incredible. The program 
included a variety of songs from "Yesterday" to 
"Desperado" to ''Love the One You're With." 
The atmosphere was casual, the stage was strewn with 
water bottles, the guys in khakis and ties (one of which 
was Bugs Bunny adorned, evoking a chorus of "awwws" 
from the audience). 
The Anthony-Seeger auditorium was overflowing with 
students, parents and some prominent faces, in addition to 
the wealth of emotions the group cultivated. The simple 
beauty and purity of some ballads brought tears to my 
eyes- a girl behind me was sobbing. 
Of course, the following tune had us all trying to sup-
BECOME 
AIR FORCE OFflCER. 
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press our exuberant laughter and cheers so we could hear 
the remainder of the number. 
Numerous soloists were featured out ol the 13-member 
group exhibiting vastly different styles, yet the closeness 
of the group seemed almost tangible. 
As a music major, I have ventured to many concerts. 
Never have I enjoyed one more than this one. The only 
disappointment of the n ight was that after a lengthy 
standing ovation, there was no encore. 
Student representative to Board of 
VIsitors askS for continued feedback 
To the EdltGr. 
My name is Faithea Flowers, and I am the student 
member to the Board of Visitors of JMU. 
The Board of Visitors consists of 15 members appoint-
ed by Gov. George Allen (R). They are respons ible for 
overseeing the effective governing of the university they 
serve. 
The speaker of the Faculty Senate and a student repre-
senta6ve, myself, serve in a non-voting capacity to repre-
sent their respective constituents. 
1 want you to continue to express your concerns and 
interest about issues facing JMU. To ensure the quality of 
my reports, I am asking for your continued feedback. 
I can be reached at 574-0733, or e-mail me at 
FLOWERFA. 
rt:' (.)J\J\1\e,{'do Sect t 
vJ-' Jtxlt.ta ffiou1ique e a 
3311 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Pamela Saylor, Mgr. 
(540} 432-6403 
Take the first step to becoming a lead-
er in today's Air Force. Put your col· 
lege degree to work in the Air Force 
Officer Training School. After complet-
ing Officer Training School you can 
become a commissioned Air Force 
officer with: 
ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING • LINGERIE • ACCESSORIES 
MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • ADULT NOVELTIES 
• great starting pay 
• medical and dental care 
• 30 days vacation with pay per year 
• management opportunities 
Discover how far a career in the Air 
Force can take you and what it takes 
to qualify. Call 
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-42~USAF 
... 1 0°/o OFF WITH JMU I D .. • 
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(I) Two atudenta IM!rtlclpatlng In Nabnl HI&M elult8 nfllllt lltlbtetown 1 
(above) Freshm• Chrtatlne Matthews dancea the-. ....... wtth othen 
(r) Sophomore Cra«g Mattoon enjop • elow-p8ce-. on ,. rolerblades. 
Stuaents find substance ... free enj 
by Katharine Alden 
contributing writer 
Imagine someone handing you 
thousands of dollars and telling 
you to spend it all on parties and 
events for the next year. Would 
you laugh in his or her face? Or 
pass out? For the past several 
years, this dilemma has been pre-
sented to the JMU chapter of 
Natural Highs, a group that offers . 
non-alcoholic alternatives to stu-
dents. 
Money earned from selling 
linens and carpets to incoming 
freshmen is put directly toward 
this group's budget each year. In 
1996, the profits totaled $10,000. 
The purpose of the group is to 
plan alcohol-free events for the 
JMU population, but junior Kara 
Couch, president of the Natural 
Highs advisory council, said, 
''Those of us on the council think 
we're pretty boring and easily sat-
isfied." 
So the members of the staff are 
turning to students for answers on 
how to spend the money. . 
"There's no other group like 
this on campus unless it's a church 
group," Couch said. Natural Highs 
is not affiliated with any religious 
organizations but was founded in 
1994 by Randy Haveson, a former 
substance abuse counselor at JMU, 
as an alternative to drinking or 
staying home. 
As the name suggests, events 
are substance free, but the request 
holds for the duration of the event, 
not for a lifetime commibnent. "It's 
not our place or intention to teiJ 
people not to drink," sophomo-
rnore Margarita RozenfeJd, 
Natural High's activities coordina-
tor, said. "Our goal is to provide 
fun alternatives for people who opt 
not to drink on nights of our activi-
..: , 
ues. • 
What are the results? One party 
sure to attract a aowd is the "suit-
case party," where one of the door 
prizes is a fuUy paid vacation for 
two to a still-undetennined desti-
nation 
The "Wtiine and Cheese Party: 
a Natural Highs tradition" offers 
free massages and good company 
while you wait. Natural Highs 
caters to everyone's need to get in 
a few good parties before exam 
week with. this event the 
Wednesday before finals. Couch 
said, ''What better time for a mas-
sage? I was the first one in Une.'' 
Natural Highs, which has more 
than 500 students on its mailing 
list, also sponsors e\(ents' with 
other organizations such as 
Student Ambassadors and 
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lnterhall Council. Heading the 
organization is the advisory coun-
cil, CQmprised of five students who 
who take ideas from students and 
organize the calendar. 
The spring agenda promises a 
movJe on the quad, country line 
dancing, free pool at Taylor Down 
Under, late nights at Skatetown 
and an Acoustic Jam Night. 
While Natural Highs holds 
manx events, suggestions are wel-
come and encouraged from any.: 
one who has ideas. "We {the advi-
sory council) try to do what people 
tell us," Couch said. 
Students who attend general 
meetings, held periodically every 
two to three weeks, can propose 
and vote on upcoming activities as 
well as get involved in committees 
for different events. 
Sophomore Becky EmWt, who 
has attended meetings throughout 
the year, said, "They're reaUy posi-
tive and upbeat They will try their 
damedest to find alternatives ... 
and compensate you as much ~s 
possible." 
Natural Highs has been suc-
·cessful considering the newness of 
the group at JMU, according to 
Couch. 
Because the group does·not 
mandate a certain level of partici-
pation. the number of participants 
vary from event to event 
"There's always a lot of people 
and always someone to talk to," 
said Noelle Oliver. · 
Emzen said her first experience 
with Natural Highs was a trip to 
Skatetown where they filled two-
and-a-haH buses. 
Since winter break, numbers 
have dwindled, but Ernzen attrib-
uted that to students still getting 
settled after the break: 
Couch said, "We have to create 
our own opportunities because 
what is there to do in Harrison· 
burg besides· party?" She has dis-
cussed with other students the 
desire to find "something else to 
do." 
One student confided that, after 
attending a school where the only 
social scene w.as dominated by fra-
ternity parties, sh~ "wanted to 
meet new people with similar 
interests." 
So are you tired of praying to 
the porcelain god? Would you like 
to spend some Saturdays in the 
spring welcoming the sun rather 
than hiding from all forms of light? 
"Even the most diehard party-
ers get sick of it [partying)," Couch 
said. That's when she wants you to 
check out Natural Highs. "People 
have a good time, and they do 
come back." 
' ----------------~----~-~,--------------------~\------------------~--·------
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-PRO-Motion encourages exercise 
by Chris Klimek 
senior writer 
"Aerobic instructors have a stigma 
about them," junior Stacey Cross said. 
After nearly a year on the job, she ought to 
know. 'They think of that girl on Three's 
Company,' ditzy little girls in ponytails. 
We wanted to get away from that We had 
more to offer.H 
Of course, bucking stereotypes isn' t the 
only motivation for the 10 women ol PRO-
Motion (Peers Reaching Others), a cam-
pu,s..based dance team seeking to promote 
fitness and self-esteem for area middle and 
high school students. But they happily 
admit it's a nice bonus on top of the sa~ 
faction that comes from helping young 
omen to feel comfortable with them-
selves during the often-turbulent years of 
adolescence. 
Kirsten Ryan, coordinator of aerobics 
and wellness promotion for UREC, and 
the group's university liason, maintains 
that colJege women are in a fine position to 
do just that "These girls are very much 
role models to students in middle 
schools," Ryan said. ''With a captive audi-
ence, we have an opportunity to educate 
young peop)e about how to stay fit and 
feel good about themselves." 
The 5-year-old Aerobic Demonstration 
Team blossomed into PRO-Motion after a 
series of events that made the team want 
to formalize, according to Ryan. 
Performances at the Collegiate Health and 
Fitness Expo, the Health Fair and small 
venues such as the Safe Break party gar-
nered an enthusiastic response. 
Soon requests for appearances were 
coming from schools and residence halls. 
Two visits to Thomas Harrison Middle 
School in Harrisonburg, to perform for 
eighth-grade girls as part of the school's 
family life unit~ followed. 
Rea.lizing it could use the spotlight to 
do more than just dance, and seeking a 
more professional image, the group strug-
gled to create a distinct identity and pur-
pose for itself, an enterprise that kept the 
group from visiting schools last semester. 
The team divided into subgroups, with 
each two- or three-person group concen-
trating on one aspect of the burgeoning 
operation. One group would handle 
administrative chores such as booking 
appearances and seeking corporate spon-
sors, another would choreograph the 
dance routines. Still another would come 
up with educational material for the pro-
gram. The program was based on a ver-
bose acrostic of the word "positive." "P" is 
for "prioritizing and setting goals,""O" is 
for "overcoming opposition," etc. This 
word puzzle is designed to serve as the 
cornerstone of an hour-long program of 
aerobic exercises and games used to boost 
the participants' self-confidence. 
PRO-Motion unveiled its new name 
and word puzzle at an October conference 
of the National Intramural Recreational 
Sports Association, hos ted by the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill With adm!nistrative matters finaJiy 
out of the way, the gTOup is looking for-
ward to getting out to the students, start-
It Pa~ To Discover I Use Your Discover Card And Save Up 
To ~2S! To Apply For A Card. Calll-B'<X>-rl'-PAYS-TO 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise· $279 
g days • All Meals • Free Parties •Includes Taxes 
Cancun $399 
7 ~.ghts • Air • Hotel • Save $ISO on Food & Drinks 
Jamaica $419 
7 Nights • Air • Hotel .. Save $ISO on Food & Drinks 
Florida $n9 
7 Nights • Panama Ci~ Daytona & Cocoa Beach 
Spring Break Travel - Our lOth Year! · 
t-goo-678-6386 
ing with a return to Thomas Harrison Feb. 
21. 
'1'm a psych major," said senior Sophia 
Jordan, PRO-Motion public relations ccr 
chair, "and before, when we would just 
dance, (the group) had nothing to do with 
my major. Now, with ft being about self-
esteem, I feel like it ties in. Women need to 
understand that not everyone is going to 
have the perfect body or the perfect experi-
ence, and just learn to deal with it. We 
have the power to educate them." 
Erin Koslow, a physical education 
teacher at Thomas Harrison who invited 
the PRO-Motion team to perform for her 
classes last year, agrees. 
"A lot of middle school students are 
unsure of themselves," she said. '1t helps 
them to see these young, healthy, happy 
girls stressing some of the same things 
they hear all year long from their teach-
ers., 
It's a responsibilib} die tllm IIIMe eeri-
ously, Ryan said. They meet every 
Monday from 9 to 10:30 p.m., as well as 
working independently In their sub-
groups. 
Members ol the 11eam earn two NMem-
k credits each semester for their elb1i, as 
UREC's budget precludes ~}'inS them. 
But the real reward cornet from eome-
where else, Ryan said. 
'1t's great to watch these girls, bec::auee 
they have so much energy, and diey're so 
talented, as in teaching" she said. -Not just 
teaching aerobics, but teaching kids to tab 
their pulse, or to not worry about how 
they look. They touch people." 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SA.IlA MORGAN 
Sara Morgan lellds • u.tc IMM'Oblca clau at Thomas Harrison Middle School. 
. 
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The Madison Project wows audience 
JMU vocal group draws high marks for its campus debut 
Wednesday night in Anthony-Seeger Hall auditorium 
by Marguerite 'MiZ' Daniela 
contributing writer 
The image oi four elderly bald 
men singing out-of..date barber 
shop tunes comes to mind when 
thinking of unaccompanied 
singing. However, 13 rowdy 
JMU students redefined what tt 
means to sing a cappella 
Wednesday night in Anthony-
Seeger HaD auditorium. 
For The Madison Project's 
premier performance in the jam-
packed, 228-seat auditorium, the 
all-maJe group arranged a variety 
of contemporary songs, including 
"Fields of Gold" by Sting, 
"Yesterday" by the Beatles and 
"For the Longest Time" by Billy 
Joel The group's exhibition 
flaunted both adept musical abili-
ties and a flare for showmanship. 
Rather than simply bellowing out 
bland melodies, The Madison 
Pro;ect spiced up its routine with 
playful displays of background 
singers mocking each soloist, a 
little dancing and exaggerated 
facial expressions. 
"'t's nice to see so much sup-
port for a music department 
recital," sophomore music major 
Ryan Brolley said. "I' m really 
gJad that there's a group on cam-
pus to bring back interest in a dif-
ferent type of music." 
The group's approach to a 
atppella incorporated a variety of 
verbal sounds that mimic instru-
ments. This technique embell· 
ished the songs and evoked 
strong reactions from the crowd 
ranging from heart-wrenching 
sighs to dancing in the seats. 
High points of the evening 
were the bittersweet solo of Billy 
Joel's "Lullaby" and Stephen 
Still's rambunctious ditty, "Love 
the One You're With." 
"Some of the most glorious 
sounds I've heard in years!" an 
ecstatic freshman Andrew 
Lehman said. " 'Shenandoah' 
brought a tear to my eye." 
The Madison Projed, with a 
deceivingly clean-cut khaki-and-
tie look, appeared to have an 
unreserved good time, as did the 
audience. Throughout the show 
audience members indicated 
their appreciation through deaf-
ening praise, bouts of laughter 
and standing ovation. 
Among the spirited foot-tap-
ping patrons was JMU president 
Ronald Carrier, waving an enthu-
siastic thumbs-up. 
'1'm very impressed," junior 
music major James Stanek said. 
"They've really brought some-
thing together. It's actually 
incredible, especially considering 
that most [of the members] aren't 
even vocal majors.,. 
Actually, only four members 
of the group are vocal majors, 
and five are instrumental majors. 
PHOTOS BY STEVE BOUNG/sttljfphotosraphu 
(abcMt) Audience members reiPOI"d appreciatively at the conclusion 
~The M....,.. Project'• perfon ... a . 
(r) MenMra ~The Me+M ~show ~re hiMrC • &ood time 
while l*fw•••rc. 
The remaining four have non-
related majors. Most of these 
singers joined the group alreac!y 
equipped with high school vocal 
experience. 
"I went to high school with 
[Madison Project members] 
David Hardwick, Jason and J.R. 
Snow, and Danny Clark," fresh-
man Carrie Reynolds said ''They 
had a barber shop quartet, but 
their improvement is phenome-
nal!" Prior to its formal debut, 
The Madison Project sang at 
Taylor Down Under and for par-
ties and dorms around campus. 
Although a cappella has been 
popular among Ivy League 
schools for years, the genre is 
making a comeback at many col-
leges across the nation. After lis-
tening to the Virginia Gentlemen 
at University of Virginia, Director 
and baritone J.R. Snow said he 
thought JMU needed to develop 
an a cappella group of its own. 
The Madison Project formed 
in spring '96 with about seven 
members. The group has grown . 
to its current membership of 13 
students, according to sopho-
more Rob Kay lin. 
As for the future , The 
Madison Project plans to hold 
another major concert on the 
commons in April and continue 
playing at parties and donns. The 
group is also releasing a CD next 
semester. 
Brtan Thiele, baa, ..,_ hla he.t out for The Maclson Project In 
Ita concert Wednead8y nlafrt. 
... 
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Williainson 
1 Pharmacy & Home Health 
• In House Charge Accounts may be established to 
· be paid directly by your parents 
• Convenient Prescription Delivery 
• 10% Discount to Students with ID 
$3.00 off a new prescription 
with this ad 
• HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00 !ill 
434-2372 Sat 9:00-12:00 434-8650 
-1'021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's) 
CJJ{O'S 
Wew Ycr• Style Pfzza. 
Sulle • Mere 1 
'· 
9'(Ju're 
a{ways a 
The Option 
for 
Adoption ..• 
Do you know 
someone who is 
pregnant and 
considering 
adoption? 
Give the baby 
the best 
opportunity in 
I if e. Please 
consider the 
loving option of 
adoption with 
Sue and John, a 
happily rTli !OIT16'1"1 
couple offeri 
to share their 
lives with a 
precious baby. 
Speak with 
someone who 
cares and will 
help you. 
• unnner 
at 
O{deMi{{! 
CCLOWeLL 
BANI(C!R ~ 
. HORILDAND 
CONSTABLE 
Olde Mill Village 
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS . 
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.) 
AMENITIES GALORE: 
• Pedal on the level - no hilts to climb or interstate to ~ross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on aU windows. 
• BasketbaJI courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on at~ apartments. 
• Well Jit parking lot and walkways. 
Ask for Ruth· 
. (804) 832-2049 • Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall. 432-9502 • Full time management and maintenance. 
. • No sliding patio doors. · • 
:---41--~~I!Utj~~~ today. apd~bcnv.tea.y and affordable off.campus housing can be. 
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'Evita' grandiose to· a poin£
1 
by Brent Bowles 
staff turittr 
H ving taken nearly a decade to find genesis on the big screen, the operetta "'Evita,H at least in heer magnitude of image, has 
been worth the wait Director Alan Parker, 
who's had a hand in a number of music-
heavy films including "The 
Commibnents," has spared no expense in 
making the story of Argentinean saint Eva 
Peron an epic in every sense of the word. 
Only one problem- she's not worth the 
fuss. 
**~ I 
Based on the Broadway hit from the 
now-defunct team of composer Andrew 
Uoyd Webber and lyricist Tun Rice (the 
men behind "JesUs Quist Superstar'' and 
"'Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat" ), .,EvitaH chronicles the rise 
and fall of Argentina's first lady from a 
seedy life of multiple lovers to sainthood. 
One question peeks out from behind 
the worshipful music score: did Peron real-
ly do all the great~ for which the~ 
pie offered up such glorious praise? 
The voice of skepticism is oddly 
enough the film's narrator Che (played 
with a surprising fire by Antonio 
Banderas). He stands amidst weeping 
crowds asking the camera, ''Why all this 
howling, hysterical sorrow?" 
Che is not the only person asking u.s, 
but he is perhaps the most obvious. It is 
this dichotomy in perception that is the 
film's most fatal flaw. The screenplay, 
written by Parker and Oliver Stone {who 
until a few years ago was intent on direct-
ing this picture), is dangerously divided; 
Parker's adoration is in the imagery, 
Stone's condescension is through Che. 
And the performance by Madonna 
doesn' t help a decision one way or anoth-
er. The Material Girl is hopelessly bland, 
her wooden gestures and endlessly repeti· 
tive orating lend little true emotion to the 
character, and thus it is difficult to see 
Peron as more than a manipulative vixen 
clinging desperately to the coattail of her 
h usband 's success. Married to the 
Argentinean President Juan Per6n (played 
by Jonathan Pryce), Eva twirls with delight 
among an endless array of fancy shoes, 
crying, "The people adore me/so Ovistian 
Diorme." 
So the audience must weather the two-
and-a-quarter-hour onslaught of Parker's 
and the composer's undue worship of Eva. 
But oh. what a worship it is. 
The sheer magnitude of the production 
nearly overshadows the disconcerted 
nature of the lead character. Handsomely 
photographed by Darius I<hondji (who 
also lent an odd beauty to the images of 
"Seven H), the pure countenance of the film 
hearkens back to the granduer of 
Hollywood's best musicals. One is remind-
ed occasionally of the opulent von Trapp 
wedding in "The Sound of Music," or any 
Busby Qerklev musicaL 
The musical numbers are breathlessly 
perfonned, and the few moments when 
Che and Eva spar musically are priceless: ' 
Banderas's spirit is irrepressible, as is his 
surprisingly beautiful singing voice. The 
cast bounds nimbly through the rock-
heavy score with only a scant few forays 
into outright kitsch; the "Another Suitcase, 
Another Hall" number is gorgeous. 
It's the film's two Madonna showcases, 
"Don' t Cry for Me Argentina" and the , 
newly written, 41You Must Love Me" 
(skeptics just love that title) that are the 
weakest, the fonner being the worst-han· 
dled of the production, with endless over-
the-shoulder shots of adoring crowds*- 'l 
sickly Eva stands above, arms raised. 
"Evita" is worth a look for sheer size 
alone, and tho ugh audiences may be 
unable to comprehend why Per6n 
deserves such gushing praise, the exhila-
rating musical score and enga~g perfor-
mance of Banderas are just perfect 
It's just a shame Eva comes off more 
like Charles Foster Kane than Mo ther 
Theresa. 
Contemporary Music Festival ~. ·1\·.,."'t-rr:r-~~--,.-·-r- -----..--------~---, • . . • \.11'-"=· 
. . . . .Jk~~~-:-
comes to JMU next week 
from Breeze stllfl rtports 
Lowell u~ the world-reknowned com-
poser whose worb have been performed by many 
well-recognized artists, will conduct some of his 
works during the four-day Festival of 
Contemporary Music starting Feb 2. Liebennan's 
compositions include orchestral works, opera, 
ch.aqtber m\Sc and solo works featuring a variety 
of instruments. He will also hold Master Classes in 
composition and lecture on his Oscar Wilde opera, 
1be Picture of Dorian Gray." 
JMU music department faculty members John 
Hilliard, professor of musk. and Brian Cockburn,. 
assistant professor of music and musical librarian, 
are also featured in this year's festival. Their works 
combine elements of drama, poetry and music. 
The Contemporary Music Festival is sponsored 
by JMU's School of Music and is open to anyone 
who is interested in contemporary music. 
s~h:cdu{c ol &O-cut.J /01 t~c 
/7 t~ eoKtCffl O"la7 ?1fU4lC '?C4tittat 
• . _I J. '-- . -. 
8 p.m. - Concert l in Wilson Hall Auditorium. Works by Cockbum, Hilliard, Stravinsky 
ondWorthlngton. ~
11 a.m. - Open Rehersal at Emanuel EplscQPOI Church. Rehersal with guest composer 
L. Uebermann. { 
1 p.m. - Lecture In An1hony Seeger Audltqrlum. Lecture by guest composer 
Uebermann. 
4:30 p .m. - Master Class In the Music Building, 
Class by L. Uebermann. · 
8 p.m. - Concert II at Emanuelt:oi:SCCIOalai 
Uebermann. 
Noon - Brown Bag Lecture Series In Hillcrest 
Kennamer, Music Critic. 
8 p.m. - JMU Student Composers In Wilson Hall. Riley Memtr'al 
Recipient announced. 
Questions about the Festival, call (540)568-6197 
01 UUI ..-uq '.J ' ' 
~Selections from the George Adams Gallery: 
Sawhill Gallery - Monday-Friday, free. 
~MDreams of Aylng": Ztrlde House, New Image 
Gallery-Tuesday -Sunday, free. -... 
,.."Printmalcina by jeff Ferson and Fred Srruckhoh": 
Zirkle House, Anwork.s Gallery - Monday-Sunday, 
free. Opening Monday at 7 p.m. .._ 
~Gunnar Mossblad &. Friends: Dave's Taverna-
Tuesday, 9-12 p.m., $2 cover or $3 minimum food 
.purchase, 564-1487. 
~Blues night w/ JMU Faculty&. students: Dave's 
Taverna - Wednesday, 8-11 p.m. $2 cover or $3 
mammum food purchase. 
,.. Yams from Outer Space: The Off ace-
Wednesday. 57-4-9975. 
,.. The Larry K~l Expenence: The Lmle Grill -
Thursday, 8:30p.m., $3, 434-3594. 
,.. Magraw Gap: Blue Fox.x Caf~ Thunday, 432-3699. 
,.. The J in Mary: The Office-Thursday, 574-9975. 
,..Rob Conklin and friends: Blue Foxx Cafe-
Saturday, 432-3699. 
~ Spellbound: The Office- Friday, 574-9975. 
~Draven: The Office - Saturday, 574·9975. 
~Sam Cross&. Robert Ashby, JMU Faculcy Double 
Bass and Cello RecitaL Anthony·Seeeer Auditoriu'-
- Monday, 8 p.m., free. 
~Langley Air Fo~ Woodwind Quintet: Anthony-
Seeger Auditorium- Wednesday, 8 p.m., free. 
~fton·Stovatl Theatre: "Aash Gordon," 
Tuesday-Wednesday; "The White Balloon," 
Thursday; "Get oo the Bus," Friday·Sarurday. All 
shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2 unless omerwise noted. 
~Reeal Cinemas Valley Mall: "The People vs. Larry 
Plint," "Jerry Maguite," "Evira." "Michael." Shows $-4 
before 6 p.m., $6 after, 434-7107. 
~Regal Harrisonburg 3: "The Preacher's Wife," 
"Scream," "Fierc.e Creatures," "Metro," $4 before 6 
p.m., $6 after. 
If you would lilce an event featured in Arts Wealy, drop elf the info in the 
Anthony·Seeaer basemenr. Call Jim. Phil ot Jm ac x3&46. 
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Do you have 
a story for 
The Breeze? 
Call x 6127 
and give us 
the s.coop! · 
Mortar Board 
· Honor Society 
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l PLAN 9 PAYS 
I 
I TOP DOLLAR 
I 
l FOR YOUR 
I 
l USED COS! 
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L----------------~ 
JAIL !fAUlt 
na.u4ic! 
1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center) 
Mon.·Sat. 10 AM • 9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-
1111 lfSJ' PIZZA ./fl TOWN ••• 
t33-0606 
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Inspired Dukes annihilate ODU, 84-66 
JMU's 18-0 second-half run spells Monarchs' doom 
by John M. Taylor 
___ as_s_istant sports editor __ 
JMU jumped out to a huge lead in 
the first half of Saturday's contest 
with Old Dominion University, and 
for the first time this season held onto 
a lead - they even extended it, 
enabling them to blow out first place 
ODU,M-66. 
The Dukes used an 18-0 run at the 
start of the second half to put the 
Monarchs away. 
''That was the difference in the ball 
game," head coach Lefty Driesell said 
of the run. 
The wi n also enabled JMU to 
claim a share of first place in the 
conference. 
This was JMU's first victory over 
the Monarchs in f1ve tries, dating 
back to the 1995 Colonial Athletic 
Association tournament This time 
though, the circumstances were 
different- ODU was without last 
season's top player, All-CAA 
forward joe Bunn and had lost two 
of their last three games. 
Another factor was JMU's inten-
sity, which it kept for the en tire 
ballgame JMU had held sizable leads 
more than once this season, only to 
see them disappear by the end of the 
game. They had lost a few of those 
. games, most notably to the College of 
William & Mary and Umversity of 
North Carolina-Wilmington. This 
time, JMU and the home c rowd 
stayed in the game from the start, and 
the results were impressive. 
"James Madison came out with a 
lot of emotion," ODU head coach Jeff 
C~pel sa1d. "The env1ronment was 
suited for them to have this type of 
game." 
JMU came out firing, led by Junior 
Chatney Howard. The CAA's third 
leading scorer poured in 16 of JMU's 
first 24 points before sitting down 
with seven minutes gone in the first 
half. His replacement, senior guard 
Ryan Culicerto, came in and picked 
up where his teammate left off, 
quickly scoring 11 points in 11 first-
half minutes. 
"They played well as a team," 
Capel said. "They really competed at 
a high level tonight. Their intensity 
level was as high as I've ever seen it 
in the three years I've had a chance to 
play against James Madison." 
By the time the first buzzer 
sounded, JMU had built a 50-34 lead 
and already had three players in 
doubl~figure scoring. 
''The first half is where they won 
the game," Capel said. " It's very 
difficult to come back from double 
digit leads on the road in an 
environment like this." 
Both coaches gave the JMU defense 
a lot of credit, and rightfully so. The 
Dukes limited ODU to shooting 39 
percent &om the field. They harassed 
the Monarchs into making 22 
tumoven and had 13 steals. also 
held All-<:AA bwud Odell 
to 
PETER HAGGARTY I staff pltotograplll'r 
JMU sophomore guard Eugene Atkinson grabs one of his five rebounds 
during the Dukes' CAA win over Old Doml.nion at the Convocation Center. 
the second half. 
"We did a good job overall of 
helping and jamming up the middle 
and not giving them second shots," 
Driesell said. 
The Dukes also left the traditional 
Driesell approach, which is to usc 
man-to-man defense almost 
exclusively. They came out in the 
second half using a box-and-one 
zone defense, which surprised ODU 
and added to its frustration. 
"We wanted to come out and try 
and get it under double digits at the 
10-minute mark and see if we can 
make a run," Capel said. "The last 
thing we said to [the players] was to 
expect the unexpected. By that, we 
were talking about some kind of junk 
defense. They came out in a diamond 
and one, and evidently we didn't 
recognize that and didn't do a very 
good job." 
ODU didn' t hit its first basket until 
the 12:27 mark of the second half. 
The Monarchs used two timeouts 
during the JMU run and saw their 
deficit grow from 16 to 34 points. 
"We wanted to try and s low 
them down a little bit," Driesell 
said, Nand I thought our defense did 
The spearhead of JMU's attack 
was point guard Ned Felton. The 
sophomore, who had seen limited 
action of late due to early foul 
trouble, stuck to ODU point guard 
Brion Dunlap like glue, harassing the 
senior into one of his worst games of 
the season. Dunlap had a mere four 
points and three assists, down from 
his league-leading average. He also 
had two turnovers. 
"Felton did a good job of 
controlling DuJUap, which we asked 
him to do," OrieseU said. "He and 
Jamar [Perry) did a great job on him, 
because if you let him go, he does a 
great job of setting up their offense." 
Eventually, ODU virtually gave 
up, and Capel put all five starters 
sitting on the bench with eight 
minutes left The most notable of the 
starters taking a seat was Hodge. The 
senior finished with only 10 points. 
"He shut himself down," Capel 
said of his big guy. "That's why I 
took the starters out early in the 
second half. They accepted the defeat 
after about the 16-minute mark of the 
second half." 
Culicerto said, "Once we went up 
~ ......... 
Wmds of change blow 
dwing CAA matchup 
Something happened Saturday at the Convocation 
Center that probably went unnoticed by most of the 
estimated 6,800 spectators who watched the JMU 
men's basketball team give Old Dominion University a 
good ol' fashioned butt-kickin'. 
Within the inner workings of the Dukes' 84-66 win 
over the Monarchs that gave JMU a share of the 
league's top spot with East Carolina University"' 
something was changing, almost transforming, before 
our eyes. To put it s~.mply, a changing of the guard in 
the Colonial Athletic Association was taking place. 
Whe re once it was obvious to the rest of the 
conference that the Monarchs reigned supreme, it now 
appears that after a brief hiatus, the CAA stronghold 
has shifted ever so 
.... --------slightly back toward JMU 
C. Scorr GRAHAM 
head coach Lefty Driesell 
and his Dukes. 
Since winning the 
1992 CAA Tournament 
in their first season in the 
conference, the Monarchs 
have finished the regular 
season in the conference's 
top two spots four 
consecutive year~ . They 
have also appeared in 
three league champion-
ship games against the 
Dukes ,and own a 9-5 
record against Lefty'~­
team. Going into 
Saturday's game, ODU 
had beaten JMU four 
straight times. 
Perhaps that's o ne reason ODU, Virginia 
Commonwealth Univers1ty and even ECU were 
ranked higher than the Dukes m most preseason 
publications ff you talk to the Dukes, it may also be the 
motivatiOn behind JMU's ascent to the top of the 
conference going into tonight's con test at the 
University of Richmond. 
"A lot of people counted us out [of the CAA race] 
before the season started, and we've wanted to prove 
that we're just as good as everyone else in the league,'' 
JMU freshman center Rob Strickland said. 
The fact is a lot of people did count the Dukes out. 
After last year's 10-20 record, most prognosticators 
believed this would be JMU's rebuilding year. 
In fact, one of those people was ODU head coach Jeff 
Capel. Don't think the Dukes don't know about it, 
either. Nicely displayed on the wall in the JMU locker 
room is a sign that reads: "A minute with Jeff Capel." 
To paraphrase, Capel said the favorites to win the C~ 
were ECU, VCU and ODU. 
What about JMU, you ask? So did the Dukes, and 
after JMU's defeat of the Monarchs Saturday, Capel 
tned to revise his previous statement. 
"They've got a good basketball team," Capel said. 
'They've got a lot of underclassmen. I think they've got 
a lot of juniors and under, so that's a team that's going 
to be reckoned with not only this year but next year." 
Way to save face, Coach. Good cover up. Nobody 
even noticed. 
However contradictory of himself Capel was, he's 
also right. The Dukes do have a good basketball te 
with an abundance of young -talent and tremendous 
potential. Of JMU's starting fiveJ only forward Charles 
Lott is a senior, and a perusal of the bench reveals only 
one senior, reserve guard Ryan Culicerto. 
So, unexpected injuries or transfers withstancting. 
the Dukes will return a vastly experienced lineup d_\aT 
-
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WhikWattr; Wl f If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever lt takes. 
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~I-f Evelyn Bynt Ave. (Beliind Valley Mall) 
HarrisontuJ. (103) 432-3699 
Your IJne..IJp for Jua 
, 
$5,000 First Prize! 
Develop an innovative web application that will 
help companies in Virginia exploit the benefits of 
the new Internet Economy. Win cash prizes from 
$1,000 to $5,000. 
For details, including contest rules and entry forms, 
see our web site at http://www.cit.org/ and click on 
the WWW Business Innovations Contest icon. 
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Dukes split with Colonials 
by Sedllkuton 
_ ___ s;.;.;raif_writu 
The JMU men's swimming 
team wanned up for its attempt 
at a s1xth straight Colonial 
Athletic Association title with a 
convincing 151.5-775 victory in a 
dual meet with George 
Washington University Saturday. 
The women's team didn't fare as 
well- it was defeated 135-101 
by the Colonials. 
"I'm very pleased," men's 
coach Brooks Teal said. "This is 
the third weekend in a row that 
the guys have really performed 
well." 
The men gained control of the 
meet with three big wins in the 
first five events. The Dukes have 
come to expect huge individual 
performances from semor tri-
captain Ryan Frost, and Saturday 
proved to be no exception. 
Frost won the 200-yard 
freestyle with a time of 1:43.90. 
had, 
half." 
brieeen illo got a c:hince to Nit some of 1.-llarteni, which w. 
in\poltll\t ariid~ the Dubs' upconaJna .medule. JMU play& 
three games in the next six days, starting with today's conteJt at 
Richmond. 
StilL this victory was sweet for the Du1ces. '1 thought we played 
our best~ of the year," Driesell said. "Our guys played with a 
lot of intensity, and played tough." 
Change __ ~--~--~~ 
continued '""" PlliJ8 2l 
will Jndude point guard .Ned Felt<xt, swingmen Chatney Howard 
and Eu~ Atkinson. forwards Fred Boyd and Mate Milisa and 
., centers S&iddand and lamont Boozers. All the more reason to 
believe the Dukes, who are seriously contending for the CAA 
~ this year, could be the prohibitive favorites to win 
the conference in 1997-'98. . 
CAA forward Odell H , who ranks in the top five in career 
After losing the 400 medley 
relay, JMU sophomore Paul 
Gehling came back to win the 
l,QOO-yard freestyle. 
"That was big," Teal said. 
STEVE BOLING/staff phorogrophu 
Sophomore Mellua Marka kntfel throu-" the water In Godwin 
Pool In the 200-meter freestyle event Saturday. 
Who'U be their competition next year? Arguably not ODU, 
VCU or ECU. From this~ roster the Monarchs will 106e' AB-
sccxing, ~and b at ODU. The Rams, tied for last in 
the CAA With a 2-5 reoord, will graduate starteJ'S George Byrd, 
Sherriult Hemillm and Patrick Lee and key ft!lei'Ve Marcus Reed. 
ECU Wll also loae three impact players, including a1k:onference 
performer "run Basham. 
"And then to have Steve Aeming 
win in the 200 individual medley, 
those three wins helped us get 
control of the meet. 
"We'reswi.m.ming very fast for 
where we are in our training 
start, and the afternoon didn't get 
much better for the Duk~. 
"I thought we had"a few good 
swims," JMU women's coach 
Leigh Ann Fetter-Witt said. "I'd 
like to see us race a littJe tougher, 
but I think overall we had some 
fairly good swims." 
the 200 individual medley with a 
time of 2:11.60. Senior co-captain 
Lisa Herbster blew away the field 
in the 200 backstroke, winning 
with a time of 2:12.82. . 
However, next season isn't exactly on the minds of the JMU 
pla~ •t this point of the seuoo. As ~ by the Dukes' 
axiietlaiive wins over BCl1 and ODU, Orieaell's team seems moce 
wolried abOUt ~ tonllol ef the CAA and retu.inlng to a 
.myPtic:al place the Dubs haven't visited ~ 1994 - the· NCAA 
TOUft'WnEinl 
right now," he said. 
The beginning of the women's 
meet was a sign of things to 
come. The JMU women were 
disqualified from their first event, 
the 400 medley relay, for a false 
JMU had a few bright 
individual performances, how-
ever; sophomore Beth Elie won 
With one more dual meet left, 
against the University of 
Richmond Feb. 1, both teams are 
looking ahead to the conference 
championships, held Feb. 19-22 
in Olarlotte, N.C 
'"We'nt juSt bying to lnab our way back to the top, back 'li: 
bow....-~- filw ~..,, Lottaaid. 
As..~• dru.b6ln8 ol ODU, the Dukes seem to be on 
tblir'!l!aY. 
Men's gymnastics aims fdr first title in years 
by Melanie Maness 
contributing writu 
~---------------
JMU men's gymnastics head coach Roger Burke often 
tells his team "Success is something we all have to find our 
own definition for." For his gymnasts, the sole indicator of 
this season's success may be a state championship and a 
dethronement of conference foe College of Wtlliam &: 
Mary. 
In the state championship last year, the Dukes' team 
total feU .075 points shy of defeating William & Mary and 
claiming their first title in 18 years. 
As it stands, perennial powerhouse William&: Mary 
owns the state championship with 23 consecutive titles. 
For 14 of those seasons, JMU has been the Tribe's 
bridesmaid. This year the Dukes are hoping ior a reversal 
of fortunes. 
"We definitely have the potential to beat William &: 
Mary, .. junior gymnast Greg Bosch said. 
Senior Ray Gradecki said, "We all want to prove that 
last year was not a fluke. We can do it again."' 
For the Dukes to validate last year's success, they may 
need to rely on what they consider their secret weapon-
team chemistry. "Olemistry is love,H Bosch said. 'Without 
chemistry, there is no love.'' 
The men's gymnastics team is hoping this chemistry 
will leave William & Mary and the rest of the competition 
with the bitter tas te of defeat at this year's state 
championship and other events. 
This year, the Dukes return with every gymnast from 
last year's team, which finished with a 4-1 record. Three of 
the returning gymnasts are JMU record holders, including 
senior Chris Golden. 
Golden, considered the most successful gymnast in 
JMU history, appears in the top five of every ev.ent in the 
.... 
JMU record books. He holds three school records, 
including the still rings (9.85), parallel bars (955) and aU-
around (55.55). 
Golden also holds the distinction of being the first JMU 
gymnast to go to the NCAA championships. Last year, he 
finished 39th in the country in the still rings. 
Burke said he believes Golden is "a strong, solid aU-
arounder who will provide leadershjp throughout the 
season.,. 
Golden said, "I feel my four years at JMU have been a 
success. I'd like to finish my career with another trip to 
nationals ... 
As for his team, Golden said, "The nice thing with 
everyone returning is that team chemistry shouldn't be a 
problem." 
Gradecki, who set the school record on the horizontal 
bars (9.65) last year, is another accomplished gymnast for 
the Dukes. In his final year, Gradecki said he hopes to 
"have fun and make regionals." Last year, he missed 
qualifying for regionals by one-tenth of a point 
Sophomore co-captains Mark DeNoble and Tun Bulleri 
are also expected to have breakout seasons this year. "Our 
pommel horse team is pretty dynamic," Burke said. ''We 
could end up scoring real well in that event with both 
DeNoble and Bulleri. 
"'BuUeri is an all-around athlete with a chance to shine 
in the pommel horse," he said. 
DeNoble already owns the JMU record on the pommel 
horse (9.6). . 
Juniors Randy Frederick, Paul Baker and Greg Bosch 
should offer the Dukes valuable contributions in each of 
the disciplines. Last year, Frederick, Baker and Bosch 
teamed up with Golden to finish as the fourth best still 
rings team in the nation. . 
The rest of the team consists of sophomores Craig 
Matton, D.J. Surgent and Sean Tylenda, and freshmen 
John Gutierrez and John Kyle. 
"I anticipate the freshmen breaking into the lineup next 
season," Burke said. "With such a high percentage of 
returning athletes, it's tough for freshmen to contribute 
right away. I do expect great things from them." 
Before the Dukes entertain thoughts of a state crown 
this year, they must first adjust to the newest regulations 
issued by gymnastics' International goveming board. 
Every four years, NCAA and international guidelines 
change to maintain the competition and creativity of the 
sport. 
"There is a tendency for gymnasts to perfect a set and 
blow the scores way up,'~ Burke said. "The new code 
lessens the value of skills producing growth ¥!d 
inventiveness in gymnasts' programs. 
" All changes require a period of adjustment. 
Fortunately, all the programs go through the sam e 
complications." 
Bosch said, "It's nice to see different things. Granted it 
may be more cha.Uenging, but it keeps things exciting." 
Compared to last season, the scale of scores will 
significantly decrease. One event that will be helped by 
the new code is the vault 
"I wouldn't be surprised to see the JMU vault record 
broken this year," Bosch said. "A number of people on the 
team have the possibility of breaking 9.6 (the current 
record)." . . • 
Poor weather conditions forced the Dukes to miss their 
first scheduled meet of the season at West Point, N.Y. The 
Dukes lost an early battle to the US. Naval Academy imd · 
William & Mary in the first contest of the season at the 
Navy Invitational in Annapolis, Md., Jan. 18. ,._. 
The Dukes will next compete against Temple 
University Feb. 2. 
-
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Subway & Port Road Exxon 
. Would Like To Congratulate The Two 
Winners Of The $3000 Subway-Port Road 
Exxon Student Tuition Halfcourt Shot. 
~-~ But The ~noomul 
~Must I 
Senior Bryan jllCbon and junior Jamie Durnil }'J0.9C with the 
Duke Dog allri making the $9000 halfcourt shot durirtg 
halftime of the JMU v.r. ~e M8.son men~ basketbiU/ game on 
}411. 1 :!" at the Convocation Center. 111ey Cllclt wi11 receive 
S!JOOO towsrrl next semester's tuition. Courtesy of Subway cf 
_. Exxon. 
Five (S) JMU Students will have one chance to make the Subway-
Port Road Exxon Halfcourt Shot for a $300 Prize Package during the 
.,--. 
I~\ I[ r~\1<._ 1// ~\·J:,,,";j\·()//J,'I/1 (;.'/llll 1 I'· .I!Jlclf'ic'.IJI I rllil·~ll>'ill" 
It '(:Liih. 1.'-,'(l,'l)' ... /,:llll/,'/l~\' :!,(}'_!; .. /.•'-'{() jJ.JJI. 
The $300 Prize Package includes a nine foot Subway party sub, 
$200 wotth of complimentary Exxon gasoline andjMU Merchandise. 
Subway & Port Road Exxon ... 
. Quicker_than a fast break! 
.. -··-··-··-··-··-··~··-
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.Women gymnasts eye more records 
Dukes drop third straight 
The JMU women's basketball team lost its third 
consecutive Colonial Athletic Association game to East 
Carolina University, 72-70, Friday in Greenville, N.C. 
Trailing 67-52 with 5:40 remaining, the Dukes (12-4, 3-3 
CAA) made a furious comeback that consisted of an 18-5 
run to close the game. 
Although the Pirates didn't make a field goal during 
JMU's run, they did connect on five of 10 free-throw 
attempts to break their five-game losing streak and seal 
their second conference win. 
The Pirates also held JMU to just 39.7 percent field-goal 
shooting, including a 31 percent second-half shooting 
performance. .,. 
Senior forward Sarah Schreib and sophomore' guard 
Hope Cook led the Dukes in scoring with 18 points each. 
Schreib also finished with a team-high 11 rebounds. 
JMU sophomore forward Kish Jordan also contributed 
17 points and six rebounds for the Dukes. 
Guard Justine AUpress led the Pirates with 19 points, 
six assists and five rebounds. 
The Dukes next play the University of Richmond Jan. 
31 at 7:30p.m. at the Convocation Center. 
JMU goest-2 at quad-meet 
The wrestling team dropped two matches at a quad-
meet at West Point Saturday. The Dukes beat Wilkes 
University 25-18 for their only win. They lost to Rutgers 
University, 24-18, and host Army, 41-U. Senior Ken Rossi 
went 3-0, registering one pinfall win. 
What's going 
by Julia Filz 
staff writer 
---
Hoping to recapture a state record that eluded them 
last year, the members of the JMU women's gymnastics 
team h?ve their. ~ork cut out for them. Still they 
mamtam a postttve attitude for the challenging 
competition that lies ahead. 
"We're coming off a pretty good season," senior tri-
captain Kathy Aiken said of the 1995-'96 season. ·we set 
the state record last year, and this year I definitely think 
we have a great chance of [bre.aking) that record." 
Head coach Roger Burke said he expects this year's 
squad to claim JMU's first state championship since 
1995. The team has never placed below second in the 
state since 1987. 
Aiken, who has competed at the state and regional 
tournaments and holds the school record for the balance 
beam and all-around, will be an important asset in a 
season Burke described as "very difficult and tough. H 
Aiken also shared the title of Team's Most 
Outstanding Gymnast with Joy Wells, who graduated 
last year. 
Seniors Keri Erazmus, who shares the school balance 
beam record with Aiken and was JMU's female scholar 
athlete of the year, and Becki Kabat, a hi-captain, should 
also make their marks on the team because of their 
experience and leadership capabilities. 
Junior Reinee Kissinger said sophomores Mara 
Clamage and Jill Hornung, who compete with Aiken in 
aU-around, will also be key competitors. 
Aiken and Ctamage have already proven their 
valuable gymnastics skills during the Dukes' first meet 
of the season against the University of North Carolina 
Jan.17. 
Although the Dukes lost to the Tar Heels 185.82p 
18240, Aiken placed first on the balance beam an third 
on the -v ~ult. Clamage placed third on the Ur.even bars. 
Specials fraD 8n>O p.m. till 10 rOO p.m. 
Tables & 2 Poosball ~ables for your enjoyment. 
MONDAY 
Laughing Song and Dance 
FRI DAY 
D.J. Mychael 
to 7 p.m. 
1.49 
Yams from Outer 
The J in Ma.ry 
Spellbound 
Draven SATURD AY 
D.J. Craig-Manhattan Sounds 
are ocated between 
cbe AA• •tor• and 
. 
Freshman Kate McClintock also placed second on the 
balance beam. 
"It was our first meet, and we just tried to get through 
it," Aiken said. "We definitely have a lot of room for 
improvement over that performance." 
The Dukes will face the Tar Heels again Feb. 28. 
The remainder of the Dukes' schedule includes 
Towson State University, Rutgers University, University 
of Pittsburgh and the College of William & Mary, which 
defeated the Dukes to capture the state championship 
last year. 
JMU traveled to Raleigh, N.C., this weekend to 
compete against North Carolina State University and 
nationally ranked Penn State University. 
An intangible determinant for th.e Dukes' success this 
season could be hidden in the roster- specifically the 22 
members of the team. The Dukes believe their larg~ 
group could be both beneficial and detrimental to the 
team's performance. 
"WeU, one of our strengths is that we have a Large 
team," Kabat said, "so we have a lot of depth on each 
event. So when it comes time for competition, we' re 
going to have a lot of great people to choose from. 
'This can also be our weakness because we have to 
use our time more efficiently in the gym to accommodate 
everyone," she said. 
The team also has more freshmen on the roster than 
any other JMU women's gymnastics team. "It's great to 
see so much new blood on the team," Erazmus said. 
Freshman Stephanie Nelson said, ") am looking 
forward to [this season} because it is my first [coll~ge 
season!. It's very different. There's a lot more team spirit 
than club, and it's just going to be a lot more fun.'' 
The Dukes will rely on that team spirit to 'eep the 
momentum from last season's success. However, they 
also hope to improve with every meet this year. 
"We're just going to try and peak aroUI)d states [in 
March)/' Aiken said. 
HAIR, TANNING 
and NAIL SALON 
488G IJalvll'lltj Blvd. 
(kNa .... Price Chill) 
564·2.770 
• TANNING SPECIALS i i ................................ ·$8.00 - · 
: 11111111111 ..................... $18.00 
I 12111111a ....................... S27.oo 
. i 20 llllllu ..................... $88.00 
: 80 11111111 ....................... $48.00 
1•11t111181ited. ........... $85.00 
SALON SPECIALS 
.cu~·a ........................... $7 .&o 
Pflllll .............................. $80.00 J. 
Clllra, fiiiiiiiiMa .............. $80.00 
De• Canlltltllng .............. $4.00 
Mlllcll'll· .. •••·••••••••••••••••· .. $8.00 
facial Wlxlll!ll .................. $4.00 
COUPON REQUIRED. 
EXPIRES 2/28/97 
. 
I 
. 
• I 
• .
. 
. 
I 
-~1!111_6-M•o•n•d•ay•,•ja•n•. 2•7•, •19•9•7•T•H•E-B•R•E•EZ•E-----~ c 0 MI c s ------------------
Hepatica \Mike Earls 
Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
SlijCE WE MU 1t>G€'fU!It Ale.. OF 
1J.IE 11411E AWD '/OCJfl.. ~()NS 
~ ~c:f" \J FbiJ Mf1 L£1" tv1E BE 
E F/ t.S'f" TO /fc..L YOV 'Oi~T" 
lifJ)Ot.l.., 6 D<:IES,_,,-.,. IM,RJ:SS WC"'fJJ 
MARThA, PULL yo()RSB..F IC12£1J.lR~ '{od~ \<u"iNI~l 
A~D LtK'-" A·.,.UH ... u~ ... , WeLL- ~uST 
Pu L.L YouRS£L F' 'T~e:IWER. l 
r UltYE C..OJ.\ETo \~fORM 
'{oo I»AT YWR r»S(~)JiflcANT 
"PWJET IS -ro "'BE' V'Afatrz£t> 
IN A f)~ "'BAU. oF 
5.4b-~~G ~ "B'f JAY 
'5()f'e~~~ tW:c Of'""BE=JNS> / 
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FOR RENT 
Ua...,..., PleM - I w 4 • 
1,t. FurnleMd Of unfumlahad. 
Apple Real ~ InC. (540) 433-
9578. 
Cellll ........,.,.... ea.t-
4 or 5 BR t.owmouees. f'umithed. 
Apple Real EltMe Inc. (540) 433-
9576. 
Tow•ll_.. ...... 38R, WD, MW, 
private deCk, Au~Utt $700. •32· 
6993 
One ltelroe• available In 
spacious townhouse. Three 
friendly refNIIe I'OOI'IImolt8l. S225 
per month. Sholt Milk to campus 
and on bus route. c.ll ~3 
or Glnaer 703-369-7821, please 
c:au soonl 
717 Walnvt LaM - 2 BR apt 
MHabie f«< 15, 01 Match 1. 1 
1/2 bloct<s from JMU With weeher 
c~ryer, no utliiUes. 6 mo. 9 mo. 1 
yr leaSe ~. 1500 /mo ~ 
434-737 4 and - for Jenntfw. 
1 ROOM e¥811 ..... - S210/mo 
plus utilities. 1 block from 
campus ac:tOSS trom the hospital 
540-432-6653. 
On• ltellllrOOM evelleltfe aprinc 
semester. Interested? Call 
Heather at x7115. 
Sublet I• AallltJ Croealnll -
Male or female needed to flfl one 
tumlshed bedroom for Immediate 
occupancy. Call Erica at 432· 
0062 
Sublet Utthllfeftr ToweN 28R, 
Available sprna 1i98, contact 
Jenn 432-oo62. 
subleaee ROOM lit HunJefs Rkflle 
Condos Sprlnc '97 . Call 574· 
3529. 
One BR kbfet - $200/month 
Unvfersl ty Plaee, available May, 
June, July. Call 568-4739 Leave 
name and number 
Nacs ....,, NC - aet your aroop 
together early. Two housea In 
excellent condition; fully 
furnished; W/ 0 : 0 / W: A/ C: 
Available May 1 lhrOUCh Au&ust 
31; sleeps 6 S1.600/ month; 
sell 8 • 12,200/ month (757) 
85().1532. 
5 BedrooM Tow•llouse -
Furnished; walklnt dlatanca, 
$190-230/ month; 1 year lease 
(8/ 97 • 8 / 98). waaher; dryer; 
(703) 450-5008. 
Available Avauet - Unique 
Hunters Rld&e townhome, Local 
ownet manacement. 433-1333. 
Forest Hll .. - Looking for two 
roommates to lrve With 2 alr1a and 
2 guys. f'or more lnformailon, call 
J1ll or Maratla at x!5152. 
Sublet - F neellllel AIAP to 
share 4 bd""/2blth apt • Olde 
Mill Lease ends 7/31. $220 
month negouable. Call •33-7048 
(Help me Ond someone to slat~, 
get reward $100 cash) 
Hunte,. RlciCe Toul a .. e- 48R 
furnished. Atcust $940/mo. Call 
Owner (540) 3h2652. 
I 
nts 
434-1847 9 a.m.·5 p.m. 
1 8A Apt S295/mo 
2BR A4lt S380/mo 
or S190/1*10n 
38A ~ S450/mo 
or S1!i0/1*10n 
48A A4lt S640/mo 
or S160/1*10n 
All apta near Cantrell Brld&e 
One of the closest complexes to 
JMUI 
Owner IMBNCefl 
The Cood ~ ao nrst. 
ao come by and see usl 
l•ltlet at Tile CoM•o•• 
Bedroom Available. Call 433-
3481/ Trlsh 70J.807·1810. 
2M, ath, Fully Furnished Apt • 
lease/Sublet March through July, 
close to JMU. S525/ mth Call 
(540)433-n41 
OM Room M.Hiaon Terrace -
731 Walnut Lane Apt. G-6 S200 
per month. C3JI Daniel at 433-
5233 
CHIAP ltENTII One bedroom 
avellable for spring. Call Heather 
x7115 
Ill Of lmaH Room - S180/mo 
or 210/mo + utilities. Calf 432· 
0523. 
Available Fall 1197: Seeking 
mature student, preferably 
ulll)erolassman or arad student. 
One bedroom available in HuntetS 
R!CIIe. $295 per month. 
Call l<tiSten at 432.()650 
FOR SALE 
lelzel Cl,. frOM $171 -
Porsches. Cadl llacs, Chevys, 
8MWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WOs Your area Toll free, 
(800)898-9778, ext. A-3727 for 
current ltstln&s. 
HcMMtNawllc eupp~~ee E.ctract.s, 
etc.. t<eeerator kits. 52 E Mar1tet 
St •32-6799 turgesOrica.net 
Great Prices New Hondas. 
Harrleonburg Honda on the Net. 
tmp:/ ftlome.rica.net/~llams. 
a.t MIX 115 t*. Tyrolla 680 
blndln&s. $250. Matt 564-0446. 
Mou•taln Bike - Giant, 
ll&htwef&ht CroMoly, 21spd, 
suspension fork, computer, LX 
Rapid F"1re shifters, bar ends. 
$250 Vam (540) 943-4038 
CMck eMit our ' 701 Rlldll Gift & 
Tlvtft, 2.27 N, Main. 
3.1i Foot ltuana and 94 &allon 
tank with heat rocks and lamps. 
$200 obo, Call Erie lit 432-6038 
Mot etertce luvkl 111001 -
Great be&inner'a bike, $1700 
080. Will teeth how to ride. Runs 
.,.. 574-0314 
HELP WANTED 
J.,OOOe POIIIILI RIADINI 
IOOU. Pert Time. At Home. Toll 
Free 1.aQ0.218-9000 Ext. R·3727 
forUstlngs. 
U.OOO. POII*5 TYPINe. Part 
Tlme. At Home. Toll Free 1.aQO. 
218-9000 Ext T-3727 for llstlnp. 
Atte•t lon ltv411enta - Is the 
holiday season CMr, but the bills 
are still comif'C In? Our oMce Is 
lookln& for 5 enthualutle and 
motiVated lndlvl®ala wno want to 
wonc 24 hours a week and earn 
fuiJ.tJme waces. Paid training for 
those who are Interested. Call 
564-0095 between 5 p.m.·10 p.m. 
Sunday Thursday and ask for 
Frank, 
Ut E•celleftt Par - Rex1ble 
hours, call 434·8824 ask for 
Harold. 
J81s' Quick Luncll needs 
wan.reases and cool<s for lunches. 
One year avallabllty No 
expenence necessary Apply In 
person 22 Main St. 
FREE T.JHIRT +U,OOO Credit 
card fundralsera for fraternities, 
sororitieS & ITOUPI. Ally campus 
organization can raise up to 
S1.000 by earning a whopping 
S6/VISA application. Call l.aQO. 
932.0528 ext. 65 Qualified c:allera 
receive Free T..Shlrt . 
Hllft ....,... '-IMrlntemeNp-
JZA Development Is recrult lna 
brfcht, ambitious self starters for 
our 1997 Entrepreneurial 
Managemrnt Train ing Proaram. 
Studenll selected for the procram 
Will &et experience In advertls~ 
m~~~t~euna. accountJn& and human 
resource maneaement. Please 
call ror more Information and an 
application. 1·800 658·3841 
Ext.172 
Salas Rope Wute4. Excellent 
pay. Call 564-1661 for Info. 
Atta: EJtc •••ut -..... tor home 
assembly wortc. Info 1·504-646-
1700 Dept.. VA-4806 
CiAIM AQIIJUL c:p!Mfl t!ftf 
D'G9UV9'P m Am,rll 
Amenca'a Pflmlw llfOitlef/ SIII• 
~Ctmpt 
........ ..,. 
0.... ...... 
"'-""" ...... '*"'~-,, ... 1_1 
-CAU.:..........U. 
- CAU.: ___,,.., __ ....,. 
, • ...._~ [>p-f 
WADIS Y 
·~ Kelley Blassingante for 
as assistant opinion 
1996--'97 school year. 
the "FaQX Pas" 
Opinion 
,., ............... ... 
lt&J CI ........ ... 
IIIUIItWIII .. af ...... 
........,a..-....a ........ 
...... IIIII D ........ OOIIt&ct ... 
lattlw .............. . 
at (703)MN411. 
row IIIlo WOfld .. wtt11 1 
Families In our area ate looking for 
fun.lovln&. creative students to 
provide occasional afternoon/ 
evenln&/weekend child care. 
Regleter now with Child Care 
Coo~Jon, ROCklflltlam Memorial 
Hospital's child care referral 
service. and we'll connect )'OU with 
local famlltea needln& your 
services. For more Information, 
contact Chlld Care Connection at 
4~1 or stop by our ofllce In 
the basement of Wine-Price Hall, 
M(»Thura., 9 a.m.-4 p.m. to 011 
out a re&Jstratlon form. It )'OU w111 
be avati.Oie durin& the summer, 
It's not too ear1y to teaJSter now. 
Also, If you signed up previOuSly, 
call or stop by to renew your 
A~ 
11.,500 WMktr pot..tt .. ma11lng 
our Clfculars. For Info call 202· 
298-1135. 
Wa•t Fua In Tile lu•1 Local 
business In Herndon area now 
hiring. $6-7 /hr .. plus end or 
&ummer bonus. Call 433-1920 
WANTED 
D..-,......._ to lhe Ch~ 
Foundellon. Tilt DeductA:IIe Charity 
foundatlon, Inc. 540-432-6653 
One ledroom for Fall ' t7. 
Frlendly.nonsmoklng female. 
Chen432·1468 
Q~ lttltructorl Wanted; 
Harrlsonbur& Parks & Recreation 
Ia looking for · gymnaetlcs 
Instructors for classes MondaY & 
Wednesday afternoons and 
Saturday mornings. COntact the 
rec:teatlon department 433-9188 
WE WAKr YOUI The JMU Office 
of Sexual Assault Education Is 
bulld.ng a team or peer educators. 
We are loolun& for students who 
want to learn, help others, and 
gain valuable eJtpene.nce fOf the 
future Our motto Is 'PromotJna 
Respect, Expecttnc Change, · and 
you can help make It happen on 
our campus by helpmg our team 
present educational programs to 
student groups on campus. Just 
stop by the Hea.lth Center or call 
x2831 to PICk up an applic:atJOn. 
LOST & FOUND 
Loat: Brow• Tti·Fold eel ekln 
Wllllet. Lost on South Main Stteet 
or JMU c:amp\ls can Keith 433-
9703, S25 reward 
SERVICES 
Att.utJon All 1tu1111enta 111 Grants, 
Scholarships. Aid avai lable from 
sponsoralll No repaymentS, fNefl 
SSS Cash for Collete US. For 
Info: 1.aQ0.243-2435. 
Leekl•l for Jolts? Byp .. s 
clasallied and employment 
eaenclee Go rl&ht to the 
employare that may need your 
MMces. Call (540)8563410 end 
press 9 for a recorded messace . 
liiiiMy - Celep, post &f8duate. 
¥0C8tlonaltrall'li~ We can locate 
eourees Call 54().856..8410 and 
presa 8 tor recorded menace. 
er..t hrty -.eo /PrOfessional 
OJI/ National OJ Connection 1 
call 433-0360 
laft JOW-~ Zeta 
Beta Tau Is looklnC for men to 
ltort a new chapter. If you are 
Interested In ac.ciemlc success, a 
chance to network and an 
opportunity to make friends In a 
non-J)Ied&in& brotherhood, e-mail 
mt•lbtnatlonal.org or call Chad 
Hibek 433-87 33 
Do JOU U.. oi.O VA or~ 
Come find out about 41In 
National HonOf Fratemity. Taylor 
404 Jan. 28. 5:30 p.m .. Jan. 29, 
6 :30p.m. 
Get lnvolve411 In Aplllasco, It's 
good for your Haartl 
......,... Oraillll I tlnC Dollt Ffeol 
Tontlc Donit a.M 1Jua1na1a 
~F..u.tlc~. 
Call (&40) MW410 
Fori~ 
Prepaid Lo•l Oletanco Phone 
C... Guaranteed Lowest Rate. 
Savel 564-8410 
T)pln& patMre a biC pain? Will 
I)'Pe for )'OU any kind, any lencth. 
Per pa&e chatae. Call Kate x4150 
HOT WAX + TUNE 10$, Skis & 
SOowboards. Base Repe~r. 433 
2361Chrls 
Question• Altowt Tile Future? 
Call our &lfted professional 
Psychics for )'OUf answeBI 1-90(). 
267 8888 Ext. 8073, $3.99 per 
min. Must be 18. Serv·U 
(619)645-&434 
SPRING BREAK 
......... 7 
,....,..Cttrlll 
lloantwalk INch Aoeort $129 
7/ niCfrta 8eochfront, Dilly FIM 
Partloo, Walle to lest ... Ill 
GnMip Dlocountslll E.ncleu 
s-TOUI'I1-80G-234-7007 
Of call suey, KrtsUe a 0ot1t11a 
e433-0e11. 
.................. 
Patty CNIMI 
8dlys$27tl 
lnctucleo all ........ ,.nlooldu .. l 
Great ~teectteo a niCMJW.I 
~ from R . laldefdalol 
~.­JA00.417a.aee 
....... . 
c.c-. ...._,a...._"' 
1/ ,.._ •I* ,.._ PtlbtoJ 
o.ly,... ......... CCMf. 11aet..., a ca.-. oe.ca ..... lll 
~ ~ Towt1.-o. 
~7007orc.--....._ 
a Tf8d Halle MU-1041. 
.....,_IREAK'n It's He~M~nll 
Wake and bake .... In the honest 
destinations-free partlesll Allhts 
from Richmond, Or&anlle &roup 
and travel free! l,owest Pnce 
G\Jafantee, FR: S99, 
Free Info : 1·800·426· 7710, 
-.aunsplashtoura.com 
c-ur. a J-*-StMtnc ..._ 
...... I
7 NICflt& Air a Hot.e '""" MBI 
s- suo on focMII, 4llrWII a,_ 
........ 
u.s." LoweM PYtce ou.r..teel 
...... Nictr .... .c:Oftl 
1.aGOe'T..all 
Aoltda s-..lreeld 
P--.Cityt 
A-. """ ldtdlon, ,..., ben 
S119t ~ 1out1on 
U3tt ~··New Hotspot. 
c- lleadl Hltoft SU9 
~.-
1-800-e'TMSM 
PERSONALS 
Mefroee Pllrtles, Formals, since 
1985, we play the hits! 433· 
0360 
Naasau/P..ct!M llland1 $379. 
Air, Hotel, Transfers. Parties and 
Morel Orgnalze small &roup -
earn FREE trips plus commlslonsl 
Calll.soo-98EACH-1 
Have a Heart I Aphlasco l s 
conlln&. Ask any AJpna Phil • 
Jett .._ - HaPPr 8ifthdaJ 
8i& Sis! LcNe, YlS ShaMan 
IKtftaiiU .._...._.._ fora 
&feat mae( Salurday. 
Conpwt;llatlotts to Ule •• A41 
exec, especially president Alex1s 
Atwood! 
To.,._ a d..alftod ., In 
The ,.._., please eome 
to The Bteeze offiCe In the 
basement or Alllhony-~er Hall, 
weekdays from 8 a.m.. p.m. 
Classified ads cost $2.50 for the 
first ten words, and $2.00 tor each 
add1tlonal ten words. Boxed ads 
are $10 per column Inch. 
SobKttptlona to The BtNZe 
are available! 
For only $30 tor third class mall, 
or S75 for first class nl811, 
you can receive a full year or 
TIN s-. Please send your 
name, address & money to. 
.,...,.... 
Anthclny-Seeger Hall 
Hanisonbl.q, VA 22807 
Attention All 
Contributing Writers 
If vou \vant to n1ake the rnove to a staff 
writer position, you n1ust attend two 
\vriting \vorkshops t·onducted by Breeze 
editors. One \viii be Monday at 5 p.m., 
and the other \viii be l 'hursday at 5 p.rn. 
I 
28 Monday. Jan. 27, 1997 THE BREEZE 
·~~~----------------~--~----------------------. 
~ 
... 
If' 
1Jo11'T wo~y I 1/llv£ 
2LI#fJ~ em~Y 
There· is 24-Hour Maintenance at 
South View & The Commons Apartments. 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
Apartment comes with: 
• Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Full size Dishwasher 
• Bus Service 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m . 
arid by appointment 
869 B Port Republic Rd. 
432-0600 
'"' ' II 
Stop by · 
The Commons 
Rental Office, 
or Call 432-0600, 
or have your 
. parents 
call .us toll free at 
1 -800-JMU-8761 
and make a 
move t~}uxury! 
